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ABSTRACT
A  streamer chamber system has been developed to study the m ultip le scattering  
of cosmic rays a t sea le v e l. The thesis described new e lectron ic  circuits 
for the control of the system, and a new method for applying high voltage  
pulses of short duration .
M u ltip le  scattering studies have been conducted w ith  one inch slobs of lead 
and m ercury. When 138 M e V  muons were identified  by their decay e lectron , 
exce llen t agreement was obtained w ith  the Cooper and Rainwater theory. 
W ithout this identification  anomalous results were obta ined .
During the course o f the research, an interesting new e ffec t has been observed -  
the appearance o f rings on the Lichtenberg figures associated w ith the discharge 
in the chamber.
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CHAPTER 1
Aspects of Gas Discharges
1.1 Introduction
A  great deal o f theoretical and experimental work has been done on gaseous 
discharges, and spark formation over the past 70  years. A  quan tita tive  theory of 
the in itia l avalanche phase at low pressures was developed by Townsend (1914) 
and the transition of an avalanche into a streamer was observed experim entally  
in a cloud chamber by (Raether (1937 )). The sem i-em pirical conditions under 
which this occurs were worked out by M e e k , and by Raether shortly thereafter.
In 1969 Lozanskii devised a theory o f streamers based on the concept of the 
streamer as an expanding conducting plasma.
1 . 2  Single A valanche
Three basic methods have been used to study the avalanche process in a gas.
(1) The cloud chamber method. This technique is useful in studying the 
distribution of the ions after a pulse of a given amplitude and duration 
has been app lied .
(2) The e lec trica l method. The drifting  electrons and ions of the avalanche  
produce an e lec trica l current during their transit time; this pulse displayed  
on an oscilloscope provides a record of the avalanche current as a function  
of tim e.
(3) The optical method. The drifting  electrons of the avalanche excite  the
8 .
gas molecules and cause them to emit lig h t. A  photom ultiplier con be 
used to convert the light into an e lec trica l pulse which can be seen on 
an oscilloscope, as in the e lec trica l method. Photography, in general, 
is not suffic iently sensitive to investigate the growth of single avalanches.
Townsend studied the variation of the current in a gap between plane para lle l 
electrodes, os a function of an applied e lec tric  f ie ld . To consider what happens 
when an e le c tric  fie ld  is applied to a free electron in a gas; for a suffic iently  
high f ie ld , the energy lost by e lastic  collision is proportional to 2 m /M , where 
m and M  are the masses of the electron and atom, respective ly. This is neg lig ib le  
and the electron continues to gain energy until it  causes io n iza tio n . This assumes 
a small energy loss due to the excitation o f atom ic levels. The total number of 
drifting  electrons grows os:
n (x) = exp x) 1 . 2 . 1
The first Townsend co effic ien t Oi is the mean number of ionizing collisions made 
by one electron in trave lling  one centim etre. Thus the mean free path for 
ionization is 1/ a  , x is the length attained by the avalanche and is given as a 
function of time (t) by;
X = v t = bEt 1 .2 .2
where v is the d rift ve loc ity  of the electron, 
b is the electron m obility and
E is the e lec tric  f ie ld .
9 .
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th e  d rift ve lo c ity  for electrons is about 1 0 ^ cm/sec and for ions is about 
1 0 ^ cm/sec; therefore ions ore v irtu a lly  stationary during say, an interval 
of about 20 nsec, which is of interest to us. Because of the diffusion of the 
electrons perpendicular to the fie ld  the radius of the avalanche also increases 
as a function o f tim e. About 85%  of the electrons in an avalanche are contained 
in w ith in  a spherical cloud of radius.
?  =  4 D t 1 .2 .3
e ' H
W here D is the diffusion co e ffic ien t.
The approximate relation D OCE^/ is verified  experim entally (Raether 1964). A t
zero f ie ld , D is fin ite  and is proportional to the thermal energy. I t  is generally
dpCt^
assumed that the number of photonsY6 reated between t and t-tdt is proportional to 
the number o f d rifting  electrons, i . e .
d p(t) =  6  n (t) V dt 1 .2 .4
where 6  is the number of photons produced by one electron per cm. The number 
of d rifting  electrons can be found os a function of time by substituting x from 
equation 1 .2 .2  into Townsend equation (1 .2 .1 )
n (t) = exp (k V  t) 1 .2 .5
Therefore the number of electrons produced in dt is:
10 .
dn(t-) = a  n (t) vf dt 1 . 2 . 6
Thus the number of photons and the number of electrons produced are proportional 
to the number of d rifting  electrons. This can be expressed:
d p ( t )  = Q d n ( t )  1 .2 .7
Q  = S /a  1 . 2 . 8
Experim entally Q  is roughly proportional to l /E  
a  is proportional to E 
and 6  is to some approximation independent of E, (S u lo s  e t  o i , 1967^
The order of magnitude o f Q  is unity at a pressure of one atmosphere.
0
A t E/P ^  15 to 20 K V /cm  torr; an avalanche containing 10 electrons 
0
w ill em it 10 photons (Bulos et a l .  1967).
In this analysis no account is token of the emission of secondary electrons from 
an e lectrode, because this is not of interest for the present studies.
1 .3  Streamer Formation
The space charge developed by the avalanche itself transforms the avalanche  
into a streamer. The mechanism was revealed by observation in the cloud chamber 
(Raether 1964).
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Experiments w ith the e lec trica l and optical methods hove confirmed the 
principal concept of the mechanism. A  striking feature of this transformation
g
is the rapid extension of the streamer. This occurs at a rate of a t least 10 
cm /sec. This is an order of magnitude faster than the d rift ve lo c ity  of the 
electrons and the rate of extension of the primary avalanche, and i t  indicates 
that a d ifferen t mechanism or mechanisms is invo lved . The fo llow ing discussion 
is intended to refer to noble gases, for example neon, argon or helium .
When the applied fie ld  is only slightly higher than is required for streamer 
formation the growth is toward the anode from the region of highest electron  
density in the avalanche. This might be due to the increased electron ve loc ity  
in the perturbed fie ld  or to photo io n iza tio n . A  higher fie ld  leads to growth in 
the cathode direction as w e ll,  which can be explained only by pho to -io n iza tio n .
A  case of interest to us is when the applied fie ld  is 5 to 10 times the fie ld  
required for static breakdown. A fte r the primary avalanche is formed the dominant 
process is ionization by photons produced in the orig inal avalanche. These are 
emitted iso trop ica lly  and produce other electrons and photons in the gas by photo­
io n iza tio n , These electrons produce localized  secondary avalanches near the 
positive and negative tips of the original avalanche where the fie ld  is intensified  
by the additional space charge. The new avalanches feed the tips of the original
avalanche symmetrically leaving behind space charge which extends the streamer
■the extem Con o|-^V\e
in both directions. (The condition fo rV ^ tream er : r  z; is that the electrons
feeding the positive tip  of the primary avalanche and neutralizing  it ,  leave behind
positive ions equal in density to those that existed in the primary avalanche.
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. positive ions occur witbîini frbe csvaiomcbe, emîtîiimg photoms wbicb w ill couse 
tbe pboto-ionizotion. Tbe number o f electrons îim dx îs dn(x)
. and these are contained w ithin a volume w r^ d x **^ e  electron density 
is then given by
p (x )  =  a  exp (pgx) 1 .3 .1
\  7 T r ^
where r is the radius o f the avalanche head which is osajmed to be spherical.
The space fie ld  strength a t a distance r is given by:
E =  eot exp (ox) ' V" 1 . 3 . 2
in  M . K . S .  units, where e is the electron charge and ^  is the perm ittivity constant. 
I t  W s  Qvifievc «.Onaggs u îs s )  t W t  * t r a n s \t io v \
^rnor\ or* o- -^jreowkeir occocs v«Awr\
th e  space charge fie ld  is of the order o f the applied field^ wW cU Ka^^p^ms vs»Kev* 
o4>o*Æ IC? cleÆ rO 'nS ^evc\o ''ip  "tVi® 0\K!iVx>ncVke Vi© oà .
COS© w e  ccxr* w r f t e
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g
exp (qj X ) ^  10
^ m
a  X ^ 2 0m
X ^  2 0 / a
m
Since a  îs roughly proportional to the applied fie ld  E so that the c ritica l
avalanche length or "M eek Length" (and thus the displacement o f the streamer
centers) goes inversely os the applied fie ld  
Wfince
Z o /E
ad d ftvcn
T h e r e fo r e  E^t = constant 
m
U  VnCs  studxrs wv^V\ cv spcxrvt g o p  ,
D ickey (1952) indicated that the number of electrons that had to be formed to 
produce his observed current and thus a significant change in electrode potential
13should be o f the order o f 10 . Thus the transition o f an avalanche into a streamer
g
takes place when the number o f electrons in the avalanche reaches 1 0  , but the
13breakdown o f voltage occurs when it  is 1 0
A calcu lation  o f streamer development was proposed by lozanskii and Firsov 
(1969) based on the model o f the streamer as an expanding conducting plasma.
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Two growth mechanisms are postulated: the expansion towards the anode is 
due to the existence of a very high fie ld  w ith the leading electrons ionizing  
the gas: and in the cathode direction photo-ionization liberates electrons in 
a high fie ld  and these m ultip ly and develop into plasma. Their main conclusions 
are that the streamer propagation ve lo c ity  is approxim ately proportiondl to its 
length and the streamer thickness is proportional to the square root of the length. 
Assuming that the equipotential plasma takes the form of an ellipsoid of revolution  
that is elongated along the fie ld  E^, then E^ the fie ld  intensity at the ends of 
this region is given by, ozoxYxsK ll a r \d  t»©
- I
E = E 
a o
a /R  In ( 2  J  1 .3 .3
wVieve a is h a lf the streamer length and R is the radius of curvature of its ends (F ig . 1 .3 .1 ) .
I f  the streamer were to have the form of two spheres w ith  radius R connected by 
a thin filam ent of length 2a ( a »  R) then
= Eo a/|^ 1 .3 .4
If  the streamer is e llip tic a l then the fie ld  intensity on its surface and
the ve lo c ity  of the points o f this surface, are proportional to the cosine of the 
angle between the normal to the surface and the direction of the fie ld  Eo.
For a »  R, the rate of growth of the streamer is:
15
K E ^ o( r In (2 )  j  1 .3 .5
where K Is the m obility; i . e .  it  is approxim ately proportional to its length. 
The dependence of its length on the time is given by:
a exp (K t/R  +  C)^ 1 .3 .6
where C is a constant that depends on the in itia l conditions. The thickness 
of the streamer increases in proportion to the square root of its length and 
consequently it  can reach large values. However, the eye of a photographic 
camera w ith  a film  of insufficient sensitivity w ill  detect the total luminosity 
at the maximum with a thickness /v  R, and the total thickness o f the s tre a m e rfX *^ )  
(1 . 3 . 6 ^  w ill be recorded only i f  the photographic film  is suffic iently  sensitive. 
Lozanskii and Firsor note that if  the speed of the positive or negative end of the 
streamers are not equal, then the neck of the streamer becomes smeared o u ter 
disappears com pletely,
f  ^  0 .8 3  v Q "
'  max
A llow ing  for the fin ite  conductivity in the streamer, i f  the fie ld  intensity w ith in  
the streamer is E ', then the fie ld  intensity on its end w ill be:
E = (E - Ê ' )  a /R In  (2 +  E' 1 .3 .7
where i t  is assumed E ' «  Eg and where E is the average value o f E. The surface
16,
charge îs given by:
( E - E ' ) / 4 7 V  1 . 3 . 8
Lozanskii and Firsov also calculated the frac tio n 6  of the total energy released 
2
in a streamer 0 E / 8 tt and show that when streamer propagates, the energy
2
released in unit volume for io n iza tio n , e x c ita tio n , e tc . is E /8 r r .
2
Assume that the fraction due to ionization is 0  E / 8 T T , The value of 0  
is known i f  the Townsend ionization coeffic ien t a  îs known. In the absence 
of space charge, the fraction of the energy going to ionization is CL U i/E  where 
Ui is the ionization po ten tia l. In the presence o f a streamer, the electrons move 
in d iffe ren t f ie ld , 0  is determined by:
8  tt Ui aE o(E) KE dE 2 U i a (E )
6  =
KE oJ
1 . 3 . 9
4 tt B +  2E
B is found from a  = A  exp (-E /E ) (for a ir a t atmospheric pressure B ^  2001 K V /c m . 
Using th is0 ^ O . l  and changes strongly w ith  changing E).
2
Since 0  E /Qj j  = n U ie  (where n and e are the electron concentration and charge).
the fie ld  w ithin the streamer is given by:
E' = 2 U i / e a
17 .
Fig. 1 . 3 . 1  Streamer geometry assumed in Lozanski model (1969)
g
0
70 73 76 79 8Z 83 85 t, nsec
Fig. 1 . 4 . 1  Successive stages in the development of a discharge 
= 6 . 6  K V /c m . Rudenko.and Smetanin (1972)
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For a ir when a = 0 , 1  cm, E' = 3K V /cm  which is about 10%  of the breakdown 
fie ld  intensity. Thus the larger a , the better the condition E '«  E^ is satisfied 
at the end of the streamer. However the current density increases in proportion 
to a ,b u t at each point on the streamer X remains constant in the first approxim ation, 
where X = e n k is the conductiv ity .
This leads to a fie ld  intensity comparable w ith the applied fie ld  and to develop­
ment of ionization inside the streamer. A t a larger streamer length when n 
reaches a value of the order of 1 %  of the gas concentration, Spitzer conductiv ity , 
which does not depend on the further increase of n , sets in . If  the streamer were  
to remain stable, then the Spitzer conductivity in a ir would set in at a = 1 0cm.
If  the streamer became unstable a t a < 1 0  cm, then such a conductivity can occur 
e a rlie r . The presence of fin ite  conductivity apparently is the main cause of the 
temporal s tab ility  of the streamer. The growth of a thinner streamer from the head 
of the main streamer is accompanied by a sharp increase of the current density, 
whereas the conductivity cannot fo llow  the growth of the current. This causes a 
drop in fie ld  intensity at the head of the thin new streamer, and hinders its 
further developm ent,
1 .4  Experimental Studies
Experimental studies by Davidenko et a l ,  (1969) have been held to support the 
Lozanskii m odel. They used an image converter to study the development of an 
e lectrica l discharge in pure neon and in neon w ith  a molecular im purity. They 
measured the rate of development of d irect and reverse streamers as a function 
of the e lec trica l fie ld  strength, and the streamer length, and they found that
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the linear dependence obtained by them for the ve lo c ity  of the reverse 
streamer as a function of its length is in good agreement w ith  the discharge 
mechanism proposed by Lozanskii. The very existence of streamers in pure 
neon supports the photo-ionization mechanism.
Rudenko and Smetanin (1972) have also astudied streamers in neon. An e lec tron - 
optical method has been used to study breakdown in neon occurring in the centre 
of a discharge gap caused by cosmic ray tracks. They determined the time 
characteristics of the processes. In their studies, high voltage pulses (30 -  100 KV) 
w ith  a variab le  rise time o f 2 - 1 0  nsec, and 1 0 0  nsec, duration were applied to a 
38 mm, gap chamber. Photographs of the streamers as a function of tim e, were 
obtained by means of a pulsed e lectron -op tica l image converter. The photographs 
Fig . 1 . 4 . 1  showed first that the growth of the avalanche head towards the anode 
in a fie ld  of 6 . 6  K V /c m . A t  76 nsec. the sudden appearance of the cathode 
streamer can be seen. Thus in neon the electron avalanche transfers to an anode 
streamer before the appearance of the cathode streamer. A t this instant a large 
current flows in the external c ircu it and they register a sharp drop in the f ie ld .
A t a later stage: a moment arrives when the decline in fie ld  strength levels o ff, 
and this moment appears to coincide w ith  an increase in acceleration of the 
streamer fronts.
The observed monotonie rise in streamer ve loc ity  w ith  increasing length is in 
good agreement w ith  the mathematical model proposed by Lozanskii. Wagner 
(1966) also observed two stages in the growth of cathode-directed streamers in 
nitrogen. This was interpreted as being due to photo-ionization a t the cathode.
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In Rudenko and Smetanin case, processes at the cathode cannot e ffect the 
development of the streamer, since the dimensions of the discharge gap were 
considerably greater than the streamer length at which the acceleration sets in .
The existence of similar steps in oscilloscope traces of breakdown of medium gaps 
has been observed by A llen  and Phillips (1964) and has been associated w ith  
transitions from the avalanche (Townsend) type of breakdown to streamer breakdown 
However, in the Rudenko and Smetanin case these steps can be explained only by 
processes in the developing streamer w ithout a change in the type of discharge.
Bulos et a l ,  (1967) have investigated the dependence of streamer length and 
brightness on the parameters of the high voltage pulse experim entally . They 
photographed cosmic ray tracks in a streamer chamber on Kodak 2475 film  both 
d irectly  and w ith  an image in tensifier. Various pulses ranging in duration from 
7 to 22 nsec, and in amplitude from 11 K V /cm  to about 22 K V /cm  were tried , 
and for each pulse the f-num ber was increased. They assumed that the square 
of the f-num ber at c u t-o ff ( i . e .  w e ll past the point at which streamers on the 
average become too fa in t to be p rac tica lly  useful) was proportional to the bright­
ness B in the v iew  perpendicular to the fie ld  and proportional to the total light 
output TL in the view  along the f ie ld . Then they assumed that each of the 
properties L (streamer length), B and TL followed a power law of the e lec tric  
fie ld  E in K V /cm  and of pulse duration r  in nsec.
r X ;  Y ‘t  , . ,
property cv? E *' r  1 . 4 . 1
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>f)( and yThe best values o f ^ / were given in table 1 . 4 . 1 .
Table 1 . 4 . 1
Property X  Y
streamer length L 4 .7  + 0 . 9  1 . 6 + 0 . 3 2
streamer brightness B 2 . 4 + 0 . 6  - 0 .0 9  +  0 .2 3
total light TL 5 .2  +  1 1 . 3 + 0 . 3 8
%
1 . 5  Development of Streamer Chamber as Particle Detector 
The streamer chamber is a recent addition to the class of charged partic le  
detectors in which the partic le  track is made v is ib le . In this chamber, which  
normally contains a noble gas, the path of a partic le  may be depicted by a line  
of streamers. These develop from the of orig inal ionization when a high
voltage pulse is applied to electrodes surrounding the gas volum e. T yp ica lly  
fields of 20 K V /cm  are applied for 30 nsec.
The main advantages of this detector are its very small time resolution, its 
rapid cycling ra te , its isotropic response to partic le  d irections, its m ultiple  
track e ffic ie n c y , its track fo llow ing cap ab ility , and that it  can be triggered  
which makes it  possible to record only selected events.
The Cloud chamber triggered by G eiger counters was the standard device for 
partic le  detection in the 1930's. But i t  has two serious drawbacks; the device  
is slow to set in operation, and ionization trails persist for a large fraction of a 
second, w ith  the result that the number of incoming particles must be lim ited .
2 2 .
otherwise chamber pictures may contain more tracks than one can read.
The bubble chamber developed by G laser in early 1950's has an important 
virtue that it can be fille d  w ith  various liquids such as liquid hydrogen, 
liquid propane, e tc . But the bubble chamber has a serious disadvantage; 
it  cannot be triggered. I t  is used exclusively w ith large accelerators; a timing  
sequence expands the chamber before the bursts of particles arrives.
The early  history of the spark chamber has been reviewed by Roberts (1961). 
Keuffel (1949) was the first to observe that the discharge between para lle l 
plates caused by the passage of a partic le  is physically located along the path 
of the p a rtic le . Bella and Franzinetti (1953) published the first photographs 
of a spark discharge.
In 1957, Cranshaw and de Beer introduced the method w idely  employed today of 
applying the high voltage to the chamber in the form of a pulse im m ediately  
after the passage of a selected p a rtic le , and made an e ffic ie n t spark chamber 
w ith six one cm gaps. They also used a clearing fie ld  to remove ions older than 
a few microseconds. They used a ir which meant that if  many simultaneous 
particles traversed the chamber only one track would be observed. Fukui and 
M iyam oto (1959) showed that simultaneous tracks could be recorded if  noble 
gases were used and if  the rise time o f the high voltage pulse was suffic iently  
short.
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Furthermore, a consequence of using noble gases was that in a reasonable gap 
( 2  cm) the sparks ac tua lly  followed the line of the ionized tra il,  rather than 
the e lec tric  f ie ld . This phenomenon led to the development of the w ide gap chamber 
by A likan ian  et a l .  (1963), in which clear spark trails of 20 cm or more could be 
obtained,
Chikovani et a l ,  (1963) realised an essentially new method of operation -  the 
streamer chamber. Sim ilar operational conditions were realised later by 
Dolgoshein et a l .  (1964). U nlike spark chambers, the streamer chamber cuts 
off the development of streamers at an early stage due to the shortness of the 
high voltage pulse. The path of the partic le  is made v is ib le . Large tracks 
lengths can easily be obtained in streamer chambers. Its a b ility  to reproduce 
tracks in space w ith a high resolution combined w ith  its a b ility  to register equally  
w ell both single particles and large groups of particles as w e ll as particles 
produced w ithin the chamber makes it  a very important device as a partic le  
detector. The modes of operation o f this chamber are described in chapter 4 .
The most recent addition to this fam ily  of instruments is the avalanche chamber 
reported by G ygi and Schneider (1966) using an almost triangular pulse of 300 K V  
amplitude and 5 nsec, base length across a chamber o f 10 cm, gap w id th . They 
were able to lim it the discharge at the avalanche stage, to a single avalanche  
of about 1 mm, i . e .  the growth into a streamer was prevented. Since the light 
output was not enough for photography an image intensifier has to be used.
2 4 ,
CHAPTER 2
2 .1  Theories o f M u ltip le  Scattering
When a charged p artic le , as the result o f passing through a thickness, of 
matter is scattered through an angle, the scattering distribution can be 
divided roughly into two regions:
(a) The region o f m ultip le scattering in which distant collisions y ie ld  
small deflections.
(b) The region o f large angle scattering where the e ffect of single close 
collisions predominates.
W illiam s 1939 suggested that this small angle scattering could be accounted  
for by m ultip le Rutherford scattering.
When the impact parameter is greater than the nuclear radius, the scattering  
occurs in the Coulomb fie ld  o f the scattering atom; the scattering would be 
the accumulated effect o f a number of small deflexions produced by successive 
nuclei in the scotterer. In his theory W illiam s assigned two limits for the 
extreme collision distances. The most sim plifying features are:
(1) The average deflexion is m ainly contributed to by scattering through 
small angles.
(2) The Gaussian distribution representing the m ultip le scattering is nearly  
complete before the region of single scattering is reached.
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(3) W illiam s considered the case in which the measured scattering is 
the projection of the deflexion on a plane perpendicular to the line of 
sight, and containing the orig inal d irec tio n .
In a fie ld -fre e  space a partic le  moving w ith ve lo c ity  v paralle l to a d irection  
X , may be represented by the in fin ite  plane wave -  A  exp (i)y^K) where 
2ttX is the D e -Broglie wave length. In the presence of a scattering fie ld  
in which the potential o f the partic le  is V (r ) , the solution w ill be o f the form.
0  = A  exp ( ix / l )  + 0 ^  2 . 1 . 1
0  ^ represents the e ffect o f the f ie ld .
For low velocities 0  ^ is determined by the Schrodinger non-re lo tiv istic  
wave equation.
0  ^ +  (2 M A ^  E0  ^ = V  (A exp ( îxA)  +  0^) 2 . 1 . 2
2 
V
2
where E = i  M v .
If  the scattering fie ld  is suffic iently  weak the term V 0  ^ may be neglected  
(Born approxim ation), the solution for 0  ^ a t large distances R from the scattering 
f ie ld  is given by
0 | (R) = M V ( r ) e x p ( i ( x  +  I R - r l ) / X ^  cJTr 2 , 1 . 3
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This means thaf the scattered wave at R may be obtained by supposing that
2
every elem ent of volume dT^ of the fie ld  scatters waves of am plitude (M /2nh  ) 
V  dTy^R, the phase of the secondary wave being the same as that of the 
primary wave at the point of scattering r .  For a fie ld  that is spherically  
symmetrical the probability  1 (0 ) of scattering through an a n g le 9 per unit 
solid angle per incident partic le  per unit area , according to 2 . 1  . 3  is:
f = V (r) r s in ^ d r  fi = 2 sin i  9 /^
For the scattering of a partic le  of charge e by a nucleus o f charge Z e , the 
probability  is:
1 ( 9 )  -  Z ^e^y^M ^v^  s in ^ i9 ^  2 . 1 . 5
w hich is the Rutherford scattering.
If the fie ld  deviates from coulombian, the modified scattering may be 
obtained by evaluating 2 . 1 . 4  for the m odified f ie ld . These are wel l  known 
results in the no n -re la tiv is tic  theory of scattering.
For the requirements of re la tiv is tic  theory, where small angle scattering is 
concerned, equation 2 . 1 . 4  may be used, if  the re la tiv is tic  expression for the 
mass is inserted.
2 7 .
In D irac's re la tiv is tic  theory of electrons there is a term representing the 
effec t o f spin which is neg lig ib ly  small at distances from the nucleus large 
compared w ith  X,  This simplifies the theory o f small angle scattering.
Thus for small angles
( 8 ) = s in '^ ie )  2 . 1 . 6
m =  M / ( l  -  and v =  gC
Using the approximations 2 sin i  0  '> '^0 and cos j  0  9 in equation 2 . 1 , 6 ,
p ( e ) d e  = 2 k d 6/ e ^  2.1.7
k = 4 n N t Z ^  2 . 1 . 8
where t is the thickness of the scatterer, and N  is the number o f atoms per c . c .
The distribution o f the projected deflexion  0 i s
P ( 0 ) d 0 =  K d 0 / 0 ^  2 . 1 . 9
Where 0  is the projection of 0  on the plane perpendicular to the line  of 
sight, this plane contains the in itia l d irec tio n . The probability  o f a p artic le  
being scattered through an angle between 0  and 0 +  d 0 , can be expressed as 
a sum of two probabilities .
2 8 .
P ( 0 )  d 0  = G ( 0 ) d 0  +  S ( 0 ) d 0  2 . 1 . 1 0
G  ( 0 )  represents the Gaussian distribution, and S ( 0 )  represents the 
Rutherford distribution of single scattering. Introducing an angle 
such that in traversing the plate the partic le  experiences on the overage 
one collision which deflects it  more than Ç iy  where
For angles less than 0 ^ ,  the Gaussian distribution is predominant, and 
for angles greater than 0 . j ,  the Rutherford distribution is.
The angle 0 ^ ^ ^  is the greatest s ingle-angle scattering which can contribute 
to the observed deflextion and physically it  is determined by the fin ite  size 
of the nucleus. W illiam s takes the angle 0 ^ ,  as the first approximation to
0 .^m ax
The mean absolute deviation
< 0 >  = ô [ lo g ( 0 ^ . ) r  2 . 1 . 1 2
^  ® max' ^  min
9 1
where 6  = / k  = 2e (N t )  Z /F V  2 . 1 . 1 3
and 0  = ( n / 2 f  6  2 . 1 . 1 4
^m ax '
2 9 .
and 0  . X /a  , a = Z^a . 2 .1 .1 5mi n o
is the radius o f the first Bohr orbit o f the hydrogen atom; 0  m in, is the 
e ffec tive  minimum ang le , its magnitude is determined by the screening o f the 
f ie ld  by the orb ital electrons. In deriving the basic single scattering formulae 
using the Fermi-Thomas statistical model of the atom, to a llo w  for the 
screening e ffe c t, W illiam s considered separately the cases « =  Z /1 3 7 3  «  1 
where the Born approximation is v a lid , and a «  1 (c lassica l).
For a  «  1
0m ln  =
= 1 .7 5  me Z y i 3 7  P 2 .1 .1 6
Thus
= (log 2n Z^/^ Nit,^3.1 m pV
(log 2 .1 .1 7
For (X «  1
M c l =  0 . 2 n N t z ‘ ^ /^  ( t , % c V  2 .1 .1 8
M  is the average number o f collisions. 
These assumptions give the mean deviation
ë  = G (log 2 .1 .1 9
3 0 .
A llow ing  for deflections greater than 0  max, the arithm etic mean 
deflection  is;
ë| =  (3 .6 9  +  0 .2 8  log (Z'*''^ p t /A p ^ ))  Ô 2 .1 .2 0
Where p is the density o f the scattering m ateria l, and A  is the atomic 
w eigh t. W illiam s considered the e ffect o f the nuclear s ize , and the mean 
deflection  is expressed by
0  mean = (1 9 .5  -  3 .1  log Z) 6  2 .1 .2 1
The root mean square scattering angle is given by
0 r .m .s . = (1 .4 5  6  +  0 .8 0  0 ) 2 .1 .2 2
O ther m ultip le scattering theories, which ore m athem atically closely related  
have been published. They are the work M o lie re  (1948) Snyder and Scott 
(1949 ), Goudsmith and Saunderson (1940) Lewis (1950 ), N i gam et a l . ,  1955,
N i gam 1963 and Cooper and Rainwater (1 9 5 5 ). A ll these theories gave results 
w ith in  few  percent o f W illiam 's theory.
M o I i ere (1948 ), and Snyder and Scott (1949 ), use the approximation of small 
angle scattering and hence an expansion o f Bessel functions; for the distribution  
of projected angle a Fourier integral was used. Goudsmith and Saunderson 
developed a theory va lid  for any angle by means of an expansion in Legendre
3 1 .
polynomials; Lewis starts from the Legendre expansion and then goes over 
to the lim it of small angles, thus establishing the connection between the 
first three methods, N igam  e t o l . ,  (1959, 1963) used D a litz  (1951) 
re la tiv is tic  expressions for single scattering cross sections derived in the 
second Born approxim ation.
In the M oliere 's  m ultip le scattering theory the nucleus is treated as a 
point charge; he shows that the scattering depends only on a single parameter 
describing the screening of the atom . The angular distribution depends on 
the parameter, which is given by
e xp (b ) =  ( # ( Z + 1 )  2/ A ( 1 + 3 . 3 4 a ^ )  2 .1 .2 3
8
2
b depends essentially on the thickness o f the scattering p late in gm/cm and
is nearly independent o f Z .
2
t is the thickness in gm/cm , A  is the atomic w eight, z  is the charge o f the
2
scattered partic le  and ot is the deviation from the Born approxim ation.
2Equation 2 .1 .2 3  shows that the e ffec tive  number of collisions per gm/cm  
is (nearly independent of Z ) ,  i . e .  almost the some for a ll elements.
Bethe (1952) shows that the theory o f Goudsmith and Saunderson has a close 
quantitative  re lation  to that o f M o lie re , and a good approximation to their 
distribution function can be obtained by m ultip lying M oliere 's  function by 
(0 /s in  0 ) . This relation holds until the scattering angle becomes so large
32 .
that only very few terms in the series of Goudsmith and Saunderson need to 
be token into account.
Snyder and Scott calcu lated  the distribution o f projected angles; Goudsmith 
and Saunderson that of the total scattering angle; and M o lie re  both.
O lb ert (1952) modified M o liere 's  theory o f m ultip le scattering by considering
the fin ite  nuclear s ize . He assumed that the probability  of single scattering
goes abruptly to zero for angles greater than tp = 0  a /r  , where a is the
o m n
radius o f the statistical Thomas-Fermi atom, r is the radius o f the nucleus,
n '
o n d p ^  is the screening angle given by M o lie re .
Cooper and Rainwater (1955) described two methods for calcu lating  the  
m ultip le scattering distribution for projected angle scattering. The single 
scattering law for projected angle is taken to be the Rutherford scattering  
law  for projected angles, modified at small angles by electron shield ing, and 
at large angles by a nuclear form factor F {tp/0 ^  which gives the e ffec t of the 
f in ite  nuclear s ize .
Cooper and Rainwater described a way which consists o f folding together several 
simpler distributions in a manner somewhat analogous to the actual e ffect of 
successive layers o f the scotterer. The method is based on the observation that 
i f  f  (0 ) d(^, the probability  of a single scattering through ^  to ^  +  d<p to one side 
in projected ang le , is g iven, then the m ultip le scattering distribution M  ((p) is 
com pletely defined . Furthermore, i f  the actual scattering slab were replaced
3 3 .
by a series of consecutive slabs A , B, C , ....................having a single scattering
laws f^  (0 ) +  fp to )  where
f  to) =  to) +  fp to)
Then the same m ultip le scattering distribution results on traversing a ll the
slabs in series. If  M .  (0 ) ,  M  (0 ) ,  are the separate m ultip le scattering
A  p
distributions for A , B , ...................... then M  (0 ) results on folding M A , M B,
together. For the cose o f two components
M  to) = J  to ]) M ^ ( 0 - 0 ^  d0  ^ 2 .1 .2 4
For small 0  sin 0  = tan 0  = 0
The distribution law  for small angles is just the Rutherford scattering law  
modified because of electron shield ing. Following M o lie re , they represent 
this as
f ' W  = 2 .1 .2 5
where 0  is the projected angle and 0 ^  is the screening ang le , given by
and Q  = 4 n ( N t /A )  (Z  e^ /P v)^  2 .1 .2 7
3 4 .
2
Here ( N t /  A) gives the scotterer thickness in atom /cm  , p is  the momentum 
of the incoming p artic le , X = h /p , v is the v e lo c ity , a is the Fermi-Thomas
4 — 1 2 2
radius of the atom where a = 167 x 10 Z  ^ (e /m  c ) and m is the electron
'  e ' e
moss, the charge of the partic le  is taken to be singly charged.
1
Q  = X f Es 1 1 2 .1 .2 8
4 X  V vp /  In (191 Z " ^ )
2
where x is the thickness in gm/cm ,  Es is the characteristic energy for
'2
scattering which is equal to 21 Z  M e V , where Z ' is the charge of the scattered
partic le ..
1/x = 4e^ N Z ( Z  +  1 ) In (191 z‘ )^ 2 .1 .2 9
t  c
where N  isAvogadro number and r^ is the classical electron radius.
The m odification in the above distribution a t large angles is given by 
m ultip lying f'(<p) by F|^ to give
f((p) = i Q ( V  2 .1 .3 0
The term Fj^ is the nuclear form factor, which contains a part
representing elastic coherent scattering plus a part representing inelastic  
scattering.
3 5 .
In the first method they treat the m ultip le scattering from extended nuclei 
os a correction to the M o lie re  theory by setting = [1 +  (Fj^ -  1 ) ] ,  
where (F ^  -  1) gives the correction term . This is the method used by O lb ert 
for his step up function. Such a treatment yields satisfactory results for small 
angles, but is inconvenient for large angles where the second method is 
preferred.
Equation 2 .1 .3 0  is w ritten
Then
CO
g ( C ) - g ( 0 ) = Q  f  ( e ' ^ - l )  d 0
2  J ----------——  -----------■=r-nr-
-  f2 J
K+  Q  ( e ^  -  1) ( F . |  -  1) <*8  2 .1 .3 2
Introducing M o lie re  parameters x , 77,  G  as defined
X  = (2 G Q )‘ ^<9 2 .1 .3 3
r, = (2 G Q )^ Ç  2 .1 .3 4
where G  is the solution of
3 6 ,
G  = - i  In)
2 G P
2 .1 .3 5
Y is Euler constant 
G  is given num erically by
G  -  5 .6 6  +  1 .2 4  log f  A  ^ x gm/cm^
1 .1 3  p2 + 3 .7 6  (2 /1 3 7 )2
2 .1 .3 6
putting these values in equation 2 .1 .3 2  and using the fac t that G  is 
reasonably large (for moderate fo il thickness G  varies between 7 and 15), and 
after performing the integration over tj
M« (x) dx = exp (-X ) dx +  dxCf(x,") -  k (x )] 2 .1 .3 7
/ tt 4G
where k = 1
/  TT
f  d x ' [ l - F ^ ( y x J  r
,2 ^ 2 ,3 /2  i
(x ' +  x _  )m
+  exp [ - (x  -  x ')  ]  -  2  exp ( -x  ) ] 2 .1 .3 8
and f(x,°°) = 1
TT
_ -.00
dn exp (l%x -1 )2 /4 )  (1) 2 / 4  In i? /4 )  2 .1 .3 9
In th e  second method they consider the Fourier transform of the single scattering  
law .
3 7 .
g (C) -  g(o) ^ Q
2 (<p-2  +  <p 2 )3 /2  
m
2 .1 .4 0
Introducing the M oliere  parameters, x , 77and G
g V -g (o ) C l S (77)
(2 G Q )
— i  G
o J
(F n  (x ‘/X o ) (cos 77x' -  1 ) dx' 
(x'2 + X 2)3/2
m
M^ (x) dx = dx I e '^ ^  e^^^  ^ d77
2 rr
2 .1 .4 1
2 .1 .4 2
Equation 2 .1 .4 1  is the M o liere-Fourier transform if  Fj^ (x /x ^ ) =  1. In the 
cose of point nucleus this integral is evaluated through the observation that 
there exists an angle x ' = k at which the integral can be sp lit.
Splitting the integral in 2 .1 .4 1  and performing the integration and then 
substituting the value of 5(77) in 2 .1 .4 2
Mg (x) -  exp (-X  )
vfr
1 +  1 2(2x -  1 ) In (k /1 .2 6 )
4 G
+ 1 1 N (k , x) 2 .1 .4 3
4 G  / tt
where N (k , x) = F ^  (X /xo ) T (x , X) dX 2 .1 .4 4
T ( x ,  X) = exp [ - ( x  +X )1 +  exp L-(x - X ) ] -  2 exp ( -x  ) 2 .1 .4 5
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After some labour, they obtained the fina l formula:
Mg (x) = exp (-x ^ )  1 +  q(L, x) j
/ n  4 G
+ 1 1
L J
T (x , dX 2 .1 .4 6
4 G  / r
2Lx
where q(L, x) = 2(2x^ -  1 ) |"  In ^  L j
1 .2 6
+
o 0
cosh t -  I dt
2
+  6 x -  1 (cosh 2Lx -  1 ) -  2 X sin 2xL 2 . 1 .47
p2I-x 2 4
and cosh t-1 dt = (2 Lx) +  (2Lx) 2 .1 .4 8
o
t 2 .2 '. 2 .41
L is chosen to be equal to i  which is number corresponding to on angle .
The first term in 2 .1  .4 6  is W illiam 's  form ula, the second term indicates a 
correction due m ainly to the screening e ffec t, and the last term represents 
the nuclear-size effect and has to be evaluated num erically by taking account 
of
T (î), Q = exp - ^ +  exp - ( 17-  -  2  exp (-77^) 2 . 1 .4 9
This term is important a t large angles and represents the e ffect of single scattering.
2 .2  Survey of early experimental work
Fowler and W olfendale (1958) reviewed the scattering experiments prior to
1958. A few experiments were carried out in the momentum region PP< 200 M e V /c
3 9 .
from which no firm conclusion could be drawn. Although the statistics 
of the experiment in the region 200 <  Pg <  600 M e V /c  were rather poor, 
the scattering appeared to be in agreement w ith  the theory o f Coulomb 
m ultip le scattering.
In the momentum region Pp >  600 M e V /c  more particles were scattered through 
large angles than would be expected on the basis of a pure Coulomb e ffe c t.
This phenomenon is known os anomalous scattering.
Since then only a few  (possibly six) experiments for which Pg is less than 
250 M e V /c  have been reported; including one bubble chamber experiment 
w ith a lead scatterer, one counter hodoscope experiment w ith  a lead scatterer 
and four m ultip le cloud chamber experiments w ith  copper and iron, beryllium , 
lead and copper respective ly. These experiments were in agreement w ith  the 
theory. The other experiment was a streamer chamber w ith  a 2 .5  cm lead 
scatterer which was not in agreement w ith  the theory (see Table 2 .2 .1 ) .
For momentum Pg >  250 M e V /c  only a few experiments hove been reported; 
in a ll these experiments the results were in good agreement w ith  the theories. 
Table 2 .2 .1  lists the previous experiments and the ir results. It may be seen 
that the observed amount o f m ultip le scattering in some of the experiments does 
not agree w ith  the theoretical values. The disagreement is generally  in the case 
of lower energy particles scattered in th ick  specimens of heavy m aterials.
4 0 .
For muons scattered through 1 cm thickness of lead, at lower energies, 
the measured value o f 0  rms has been smaller than th eo retica lly  predicted, 
as has been found by Sinha (1945 ), Crewe (1951) and Mishra (1969 ). 
However, M eyer (1961) and Sen Gupta et a l . ,  (1962) observing the 
m ultip le scattering o f muons in the same energy region, found out that 
the experimental value was in good agreement w ith  the theoretical one.
In most the experiments in which the results were in good agreement w ith  
those predicted, the scattered partic le  has been identified  as a muon. From 
tab le  2 . 2 . 1  there are only a few  experiments in the same momentum range 
as the one studied in this work; and since the ir results con flic t no decisive  
conclusions con be drown on the agreement o f the experim ental results w ith  
the theories of m ultip le scattering.
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CHAPTER 3
The Streamer Chamber
3.1 General Features
The experimental arrangement consists of the perspex chamber containing  
the active  gas (the sensitive volume); the electronics including detectors, 
logic and trigger amplifiers; the high voltage generator; and the recording 
system (the autom atic camera). Two logic systems w ill be described; the 
first used valves and the second made use of transistors and integrated circuits. 
Two trigger amplifiers w ill be described as w e ll.  The logic system using 
integrated circuits was developed because a need arose for a delayed  
coincidence fa c ility  so a decision was made to redesign the original logic  
system. When an autom atic camera was used the need for a pulse to advance 
it  led to the development of the transistorized trigger am p lifie r.
When the logic selects an event that has been detected by the counters the 
resulting output operates the trigger am p lifie r. The very fast rising output 
pulse of the trigger am p lifier, which is a few kilovolts in am plitude, triggers 
the high voltage source and a high voltage pulse is then applied on the chamber. 
The e lectron ic  system should be so fast that the overall delay between the 
detection o f the event and the application of the high voltage pulse on the 
chamber must be less than one microsecond.
3 .2  Description of the Chamber
3 .2 .1  M echanical Details
3The sensitive volume of the chamber is 20 x 20 x 20 cm ; it  is made up of
4 5 .
half inch thick perspex cemented w ith  1 ,(2 .1 , tensol cement N o . 7; the 
boxes each have a small hole on a side w all in which a perspex tube is held 
by clamps screwed to the side w all o f the chamber. The clamp and the 
screws were made out of perspex. Between the w a ll of the chamber and 
the tube a rubber 'O '  ring was used to make the connection vacuum tig h t.
The inner surface opposite the sides through which the photographs were taken 
was painted black w ith Rustin black paint to m inim ize the back-reflected  
lig h t.
The earthed electrodes were 2 f t .  square, i  inch thick Duraluminium plates 
with their edges rounded o ff . The high voltage electrodes were 1 /1 6  inch 
th ic k , 2  f t ,  square aluminium plates which had both surfaces polished, the 
scatterer was placed between the two high voltage electrodes. The perspex 
boxes and the electrodes (the whole system) were clamped together using 
four 2 X 3 X 37 inches wooden joists w ith  0 .5  inch diam eter hole at 3 inches 
from each end, through which four 30 inch long 0 .5  inch diameter nylon 
rods threaded at both ends passed, and the whole arrangement was clamped 
using tufnol nuts.
3 .2 .2  Evacuating and fillin g  the system
The method adopted in this work was to evacuate the chambers to about 0 .0 3  mm 
of Hg before f i l l in g . Since the chambers were gas tig h t, it was found that 
one f illin g  w ith gas could last several days. The system used in the present 
work for evacuating and f illin g  the chambers is shown in Fig. 3 .2 .2 .1  . The 
tap (Tl) which opens up when the gas pressure inside the chambers becomes
4 6 .
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Fig, 3 .2 .2 .1  The arrangement for evacuating and f illin g  the system
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higher than the atmospheric pressure (about 2  atmospheres) was used as a 
precaution to prevent explosion. A  fa c ility  to introduce gas admixture 
to the f illin g  gas is ava ilab le  through tap (T5).
W ith  a rotary pump it  was found possible to reduce the pressure inside the 
chambers to 20 micron of H g. A  McLeod gauge was used to measure this 
pressure. The chamber was fille d  to a pressure of 2 cm of Hg above 
atmospheric pressure, this was measured by the manometer. The gas used 
was'^0%  Helium and’ /0 %  N eo n .
3 .3  S cin tilla tion  Counters
In the experimental studies described la te r, cosmic ray particles have been 
employed. They were detected w ith a scin tilla tion  counter arrangement: 
two counters each consisted of 9 inch square, 5  inch thick plastic scin tilla tor 
NE 102A coupled by a triangular light guide to a thirteen stage photo­
m ultip lier tube EMI 9594B. Each assembly was covered by a w hite sheet 
of polystyreen foam to re flec t the photons created in the plastic scin tilla tor 
and then covered by a black polythene and sealed by a P .V .C .  tape to make 
it light tig h t. The light guide was a half an inch thick perspex p la te , the 
length of the edge in contact w ith the scin tilla tor was nine inches and that 
in contact w ith the photom ultiplier was 1 ,5  inch.
The counter used for anticoincidence measurement was a larger( (^50 x 40 x 2)cm^) 
N E IO 2A  plastic coupled by a long light guide to a thirteen stage photo­
m ultip lier tube E .M . I .  9594A . The light guide used was 2 .5cm . thick perspex
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p la te , the length of the edge in contact w ith  the crystal was 40 cm, and 
the other end was 4 cm.
The light guide and the plastic scin tilla to r were covered w ith aluminium  
fo il to re flect the light emitted inside the s c in tilla to r. The aluminium fo il 
was earthed to stop electrostatic sparks and the whole assembly was made 
light tight by black P .V .C .  The light guides in the three units were cemented 
to the scintillators and the photomultipliers by the use o f optical cement 
N E580 which has a refractive index close to that of NE102A plastic  
sc in tilla to r.
3 .4  Early V a lve  Circuits
When an event has been observed by the scin tilla tion  counters, the output 
signal in itiates a sequence of operations which w ill result in the application  
of 240 K V  pulse to the central plates of the chamber. This is achieved w ith  
the units described in deta il in the fo llow ing sections.
3 .4 ,1  Coincidence C ircu it
In the circuit used Fig. 3 .4 .1 .1  a 6 BN6  va lve  pentode was used; positive 
6  volts pulses from the photomultipliers were applied to the control and 
suppressor grids which were negatively biassed. The bias voltage could be 
adjusted by changing R5 t i l l  there were no singles going through. For two 
pulses arriving simultaneously at the va lve  grids, a negative output pulse of 
about 4 volts and a rise time of 25 ns was obtained. This circuit was tested 
and found to operate satisfactory.
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Fig. 3 .4 .1 .1  Early coincidence circuit
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3 .4 .2  A ntico ïncidence Unit
An anticoincidence arrangement was used to select a particu lar event; for 
this purpose the c ircu it in Fig, 3 ,4 .2 ,1  was used. A  negative 5  volts bias 
and a positive 0 ,5  vo lt bias were applied to the control and the suppressor 
grids. N orm ally  the va lve  remained cut off; the va lve  became conducting 
when a positive pulse was applied to the control grid and no pulse was applied  
to the suppressor grid , and a negative output pulse of 10 volts resulted. If  
the two pulses were applied simultaneously no output pulses w ill be obtained. 
The negative pulses from the anticoincidence counter were lengthened and 
am p lified . Care was taken to ensure that they arrived before the pulses 
from the coincidence circuit and stayed long a fte r . For this a monostable m ulti­
vibrator was used,
3 .4 .3  Trigger A m plifie r
To obtain a negative 6  K V  pulse from a negative 3 volts input pulse, the 
trigger am plifier described by (Rice-Evans and M ishra, 1969) was used. It 
consists of four stages. The first stage is a pentode (E 180 F) am p lifier, 
whose output is a positive 2 0  volts which is applied to the grid of the secondary 
emission pentode (EFP60) of the second stage; the third stage is a cathode 
fo llow er using the EL 360 to improve the rise time of the output pulse of the 
fourth stage which is a beam power tetrode cv 408 2 , which normally remains 
cut o ff. When a positive 140 vo lt pulse from the EL 360 is applied to the 
control g rid , the valve  becomes conducting giving rise to a negative fast 
rising 6  K V  pulse.
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Fig. 3 .4 .2 .1  Early A nticoincidence C ircu it
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3 ,4 ,4  Interm ediate Spark Gap
Since the 6  K V  pulse from the trigger am plifier was not sufficient to trigger 
M arx generator an interm ediate spark gap was used. This switch consists 
of a storage capacitor and a spark gap. Two rapid discharge condensers 
1000 pF each and 15 KV working voltage of a very low inductance were 
connected in series between the high voltage and earth through a 1 K 
resistance. The spark gap is made of two stainless steel hemisphere 
electrodes each of about 2 ,5  cm, in d iam eter. The earthed electrode is 
a hollow with a 3 mm, hole; this hollow space was fille d  w ith tufnol having 
a central hole through which passed a 1 mm. diameter tungsten electrode  
which was connected to the trigger am plifier output. A  barium titan ate  
annulus w ith  an inner diameter of about 1 mm, and an outer diameter of 
about 3 mm, was placed in the space between the earthed electrode and 
the tungsten w ire . The barium titanate  was used to intensify the f ie ld , 
advantage was taken of the e ffect that the reduction o f e lec trica l f ie ld  in 
an insulator due to its d ie le c tric  constant and the consequent overvolting  
of an adjacent a ir gap (Lavoket a l , ,  1964), The high voltage applied across 
this gap was in the region of 25 K V . Thus when this spark gap is triggered, 
a 25 KV pulse is transferred to the first stage of the M arx generator,
3 ,5  M arx Generator
The M arx generator is a high voltage pulse generator which can be triggered. 
It  consists of condensers which are charged in paralle l and discharged in 
series. Such a generator consists of an array of n condensers and n switches 
between them, the condensers are charged in paralle l through a number of high
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resistances up to a voltage V^; the total voltage between ground and the 
output of the generator is zero . On closing a ll switches, the voltage over 
them adds, and a resultant output voltage V  is obtained across the output 
terminal which is equal to nV ^ . V  w ill decay within a time interval deter­
mined by R .C . Fast switching is best realised by using spark gaps.
Switching times and inductances are minimised by the use of small gap 
widths. The d ie lec tric  strength of a gap is determined by the electrode  
m ateria l, the kind of gas and its pressure.
When the first switch is closed (F ig . 3 .5 .1 )  by a trigger pulse, a step pulse 
of amplitude is applied to the remaining gaps. To reduce the time lag 
between the first breakdowns one has to over vo lt the gaps by larger pulses.
The use of a small value coupling condensers to couple the adjacent stages 
allows one to over vo lt the second gap by 1 0 0 % ( i .e .  by V^) independently 
of the number of stages.
The generator used in this work was described by Rice-Evans and M ishra, (1969), 
It  is capable of producing 240 kV  and it  consists of four stages using large 
paper condensers 4000 PF each. The total inductance of the four capacitors 
is 0 .8  micro Henrys; the working voltage of the charging resistors was 25 kV  
and they were 20 W att resistors.
3 .6  Logic control w ith integrated circuits
The logic control unit is described in deta il in the follow ing sections. This 
unit was bu ilt w ith integrated circuits and semiconductor devices. One of
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the major d ifficu lties  of using the semiconductor devices comes from the 
production of a heavy radiation background by the high voltage pulse generator. 
Even though the electronic control unit is in the same room as the generator, 
this d iffic u lty  was overcome by using sufficient screening around the logic  
unit as w ell as carefully selecting the components. The whole logic control 
unit fitted  in a Harwell 2000 standard double width module,
3 .6 .1  Lim itei/pulse shaper
A  circuit diagram for this lim iter/shaper is shown in Fig , 3 , 6 . 1 , 1 ,  The 
lim iter part was to protect the integrated c ircu it used as a pulse shaper.
This unit is sensitive to 50 mV negative input pulses; the output pulse is a 
standard T ,T ,L ,  (F ig , 3 , 6 ,1 ,2 ) ,  A  choice of positive or negative output 
pulse is a v a ila b le , A  negative anode pulse from a photom ultiplier applied  
to the base of n ,p ,n ,  transistor which is normally conducting w ill turn the 
transistor off giving rise to a fast positive pulse whose amplitude is lim ited  
to 5 volts. The output from the lim iter was shaped by a monostable SN 74121 N  
which gave a standard output; the width o f the output pulse could be changed 
by varying the value o f the resistance RVl ,
3 .6 .2  Coin ciden ce /A n ti coin ci den ce Logic
A  block diagram of this unit is shown in Fig, 3 ,6 ,2 ,1 ;  pulses from the l im ite r /  
pulse shapers fed to the three inputs of the first gate (N A N D  IC ^ ; the third 
input could be used as an inhibitor or as another input for trip le coincidence 
w ork. For the present work one input was coupled to a d ,c ,  lev e l. When 
two pulses arrive simultaneously at inputs 1 and 2  an output is obtained from
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Fig. 3 . 6 .1 .2  The output pulse of the lim iter pulse shaper
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the first gate; this output is inverted and a delay could be used if  necessary 
and applied to the input of the second gate (N A N D  2 ICç). If  no pulse is 
observed simultaneously at the anticoincidence counter ( IN  3 )nothing is 
applied at the other inputs of the second gate , and a coincidence output 
pulse is obtained (O UT 1 ). If  however, a pulse is observed simultaneously 
by the anticoincidence counter it w ill be inverted after the lim iter/shaper 
and fed to the second gate to inh ib it its output. So output pulses from the 
second gate were obtained only if  two simultaneous pulses were applied to 
inputs 1 and 2 and no pulse at input 3 . Fig . 3 .6 .2 .2  shows a detailed  
diagram of the unit used.
Care was taken to ensure that anticoincidence pulses applied to input 3 
arrive at the second gate before the output of the first gate and are long 
enough to outlast the coincidence pulse. This was achieved by taking two 
outputs from the fourth pulse shaper, one was inverted and applied d irectly  
to the second gate, which w ill insure that it  w ill arrive firs t. A  monostable 
IC ^  was used to lengthen the other pulse before it  was fed to the second gate 
and this length could be adjusted.
This unit could be used to detect the delayed coincidence between pulses 
applied to input 3 and the output of the second gate (IC  ^ ) . The a n ti-  
coincidence counter was used to detect the delayed event. An output from 
N A N D  IC^ was applied to one of the input of N A N D  (IC g ). The output from 
N A N D  IC y  goes to a monostable (IC^q) which determines the time after 
which the gate ( i C g )  is opened, this time could be adjusted between 1 and
59.
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3 .2  microseconds. The monosfable i C , , determines the time for which IC q
I I 8
remains open; this time could be adjusted between 0 .5  and 2 microseconds.
The output from the anticoincidence counter applied to input 3 was inverted  
(IC^) and delayed (IC^) and then applied to the input of N A N D  IC g .
Thus for two simultaneous inputs at 1 and 2 and no input a t 2 , the N A N D  
IC y  gives an output; and if  after a certain delay another pulse arrives at 
input 3 , an output pulse from N A N D  ICg is obtained at OUT 2 . However 
if  pulses arrive a t inputs 1 and 2 which are simultaneous w ith this delayed  
pulse at input 3 , no output w ill be obtained because the output IC^ w ill 
d irectly  inh ib it IC g . A ll  N A N D  gates were Schottky S N 74510N  which 
have a transit time of about 3 nanoseconds, the monostables were S N 74121N  
and the inverters were S N 7 4 5 1 1 N .
3 .6 .3  High speed trigger am plifier unit
The c ircu it used Fig. 3 .6 .3 .1  consists of four stages. The first is a buffer 
to protect the logic unit from the high voltage part. A  fast p .n .p .  transistor 
2 N 3906 was used; in normal condition the transistor is conducting, a 
negative logic output pulse applied to the base of the transistor gives a 
negative output which has the same amplitude as the input pulse. A  pulse 
transformer (L2) was used to invert the output of the buffer, the ratio  of the 
transformer is 1 :1 , The positive pulse from the transformer w ill switch on 
the high speed avalanche transistor Tr 2 (RT 3333A) of the second stage giving  
a fast rising negative pulse of 50 vo lt am plitude. Another pulse transformer 
of 1 :5 ratio  was used to invert this pulse. The third stage was used as a pulse 
shaper because the inverter output was too short to turn on the valve  V2 (EL 360)
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Fig. 3 . 6 . 3 . 2 .  The output pulse of the trigger am plifier
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of the fourth stage. A  d io d e -triode EAC 91 was used, the diode part as a 
pulse shaper to lengthen the pulse and the triode part as an am plifier/bu ffer  
to drive the autom atic camera and provide a suitable pulse for the scaler.
The fourth stage consists of an EL 360 v a lv e . This valve is normally cut o ff, 
but a positive 180 vo lt from the output of the diode pulse shaper applied to 
the control grid w ill switch it on giving a fast negative pulse of about 4 k V  
and a rise time of 10 nsec. (F ig . 3 .6 .3 ,2 ) .  This pulse was used to trigger 
the interm ediate spark gap. Since the pulse needed to trigger the inter­
mediate spark gap was 5 k V , a 2 k V  negative D .C .  bias was applied  
continuously on the spark gap. This was found to improve the delay in 
switching the spark gap. The total delay over the trigger am plifier was 
found to be about 25 n .s e c . and the overall delay of the whole logic un it, 
from lim iter to the trigger am plifier was measured to be less than 75 nanoseconds.
3 .7  Recording of tracks
An autom atic 35 mm. camera has been used to record the tracks. It  has a 
50 mm. focal length and a stop number from 1 .8  to 2 2 . The clear perspex 
of the chamber walls transmits about 90%  of the visible lig h t. Before photo­
graphy begun the chambers were surrounded by a black cloth to cut down the 
background light from the spark gaps, the indicator lamps of the instruments 
were removed or covered by P .V .C .  black tape. The camera was focused at 
the middle of the chamber from a distance of about 4 fe e t, so the depth of 
fie ld  would cover the whole chamber. The camera has no shutter so photo­
graphy had to be done in complete darkness. When an event had been selected
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and the M arx had fire d , a pulse from the trigger am plifier would advance 
the film  to the next frame and the camera would be ready to record the 
next event. The film  used was Ilford HP 4 which has a speed of 650 ASA 
when developed in Ilford Microphen for 5? minutes a t 20^C . giving a 
contrast gradient o f 0 .5 5 .  The speed of the film  could be further increased 
by increasing the developing tim e, for a developing time 15 minutes a t 2 0 °C .  
the speed of the film  becomes 1250 ASA w ith  a contrast gradient of 0 .9 .
In the continuous streamer mode a speed of 650 ASA was found to be sufficient 
but for separate streamers (projection and side view ) a photography speed 
of 1250 ASA was necessary. For high resolution, the speed of the emulsion 
should be rather low so by increasing the speed one affects the resolution. 
How ever, HP 4 film  has an excellen t speed/grain ra tio . The resolution can 
also be affected by halation ( i . e .  reflection effects of the back surface of 
the film ) but in our case the intensity was low enough for these effects to be 
m inim al. The HP 4 f ilm , when purchased in 200 foot rolls, is called M ark 5 .
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Fig. 3 .7 .1  . Photographs of the units constructed in the course of this work
(a) valve control unit (b) solid state logic and high speed
________________________________ amplifier
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Fig. 3 .7 .2  Photograph of the streamer chamber
Fig. 3 .7 .3  Photograph of the control electronics
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CHAPTER 4
Performance of the System
4 .1  Introduction to Pulse Shaping
The streamer chamber differs from the conventional spark chamber by the fact 
that the electrodes are isolated from the sensitive gas volume. The electrodes 
do not completely discharge through the gas but rather the fie ld  on the chamber 
is cancelled before the streamers develop into a spark. An early  approach was 
to apply the output from the high voltage M arx generator d irectly  to the plates 
of the chamber and then to use shunting resistors,so the pulse w ill decay 
exponentially w ith a chosen time constant. In practice this method has been 
abandoned, partly because the exponential pulse shape is not ideal for streamer 
developm ent.
Since the internal impedance of most high voltage generators tends to be larger 
than is satisfactory when fast rise times and short pulse durations are required, 
an interm ediate pulse shaping net-w ork is necessary to free the generators from 
restrictions of this k ind . This permits straightforward extrapolation of small 
generator to generators with additional stages, although special care must be 
taken to prevent breakdown in the charging elements since the voltage appears 
across them for a much longer time than it  appears across the chamber electrodes.
Such a pulse shaping method is the use of a series-parallel spark gas arrangement 
developed by Chikovani et a l ,  (1965) which has proved a considerable improvement, 
The M arx output charges a low inductance capacitor which when a certain high 
voltage is reached fires the series spark gap giving rise to a fast rising pulse, the
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duration of which is controlled by the paralle l spark gap. This pulse appears 
on the chamber.
Another method, which is considered best for pulsing large chambers (2 m)
(Bulos et a l ,  1967) is the Blumlein lin e . It  is essentially a transmission line  
arrangement consisting of a charged element that when fired delivers a square 
pulse to the chamber which forms part of the transmission lin e ,
4 .2  Series and shunt spark gaps
The rise time of the output pulse from the M arx generator was improved with  
the spark gap arrangements shown in Fig, 4 , 2 , 1 ,  The M arx output first charges 
the shaping low inductance capacitor C; when the breakdown voltage is 
approached, the series spark gap S, fires w ith the result that the pulse actually  
transferred to the chamber has an improved rise tim e. This improvement is 
obtained at the cost of an increase in delay by a few nanoseconds which is 
immaterial in our case.
The shaping capacitor C was made out of large arrangement of perspex plates
2
with aluminium electrodes (121 x 45 cm ); its capacitance was 56 pF. The 
series spark gap was made of two hard steel spherical balls, 2 ,5  cm, in diam eter, 
the gap width could be adjusted. The shunt or parallel spark gap is made up of 
two stainless steel hemispheres 2 .5  cm in d iam eter, they are enclosed in a 
perspex box. The earthed electrode has been attached to a threaded brass 
rod, by means of which the gap width can be adjusted. The moment of break­
down of the series spark gap is controlled by adjusting the gap w idth .
70,
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Fig. 4 .2 .1  The spark gap pulse-shaping arrangement
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Fîg. 4 .2 .2  Photographs of cosmic ray tracks obtained with the spark 
gap pulse shaping arrangement showing the fluctuation in 
brightness
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The length of the high voltage pulse and hence the duration of the fie ld  on 
the chamber was adjusted by changing the width of the parallel spark gap. 
Both the spark gaps were operated in a ir at atmospheric pressure during this 
w ork. W ith  this arrangement a pulse with 5 -  6 n . sec. rise time could be 
achieved (Mishra 1969),
A  disadvantage of this arrangement is that the final pulses are like ly  to have 
diffe ren t widths as a result of the fluctuating uncertainty in breakdown time 
of the over-voltaged shunt gap and due to slight changes in atmospheric 
conditions. Photographs of the tracks obtained by this arrangement can vary 
in brightness due to this fluctuation . Samples of these photographs which are 
taken w ith  the same spark gaps setting are shown in Fig. 4 .2 .2 .
Attempts to elim inate the variation in the time taken for the shunt gap to fire  
have included priming the gap with a constant supply of electrons from an 
adjacent corona needle or u ltra v io le t source (G ygi and Schneider, 1964). 
And actual triggering of the shunt gap is also feasible. Spark gap operation 
in pressurised nitrogen can circumvent variations in atmospheric conditions.
4 .3  Lecher Wires
From the beginning a series/parallel spark gap arrcngement had been used to 
shape the high vo ltage. To elim inate fluctuations in streamer brightness, it  
was decided to try a lternative means for pulse shaping. In the first tria l the 
chamber electrodes were joined to a long aluminium foils to form part of a 
transmission lin e , short circuited at the far end. The intention was that the
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inverted pulse reflected from the end would cancel the fie ld  in the chamber 
after a time controlled by the length of the transmission line; this attempt 
did not work because the capacity of the pulsing system (Marx generator) 
was inadequate to charge the line .
When the paralle l plates were replaced w ith paralle l wires shorted at the 
far end, v isib le streamers were observed inside the chamber and photographs 
of tracks obtained. Figure 4 ,3 .1  shows the w ire arrangement. The wires 
used were 2 mm, diameter stranded copper wire- the track brightness could 
be varied by changing the length of the w ire lin e . For these wires the 
appropriate length of line was found to be about 2 ,7  m, for the best tracks. 
Figure 4 ,3 ,2  shows some results obtained by this pulse shaping arrangement,
(a) shows a typical 20 cm, track taken in the projection streamer mode and (b)
2 X 20 cm tracks in the continuous streamer (side view) mode. In the projection  
mode the appearance of an individual track is hardly distinguished from the case 
w ith the paralle l spark gap shaping. In the continuous mode the appearance 
of the track is quite d iffe ren t. Instead of the fin e , slightly rippled track the 
track is diffuse, more regular and broader in the m iddle. This was thought to 
be caused by oscillation in the e lectric  fie ld  caused by the reflected pulse as 
a result of the system not being matched. Using this arrangement it was possible 
to obtain tracks of constant brightness. The constancy of track appearance 
obtained w ith lecher wires has led us to adopt it during this work.
For a transmission line , assume that an arbitrary impedance Z  is connected 
across the far end of the line, then
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F ig . 4 . 3 .2  Photographs of cosmic ray tracks obtained with  
Lecher w ire arrangement
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where Z^ is the input impedance. (In our case the far end of the line was 
shorted i . e .  Z  = O ,  and then p  = - i . )  Therefore the reflected wave is 
of the same amplitude as the input but opposite in sign. The characteristic 
impedance of a paralle l w ire transmission line is given by;
Z^ = 276 log d /a  ohms (4 .3 .2 )
where a < <  d (Lewis and W ells 1956). Where a is the w ire radius and d is 
the distance between the w ires. The canductors are supposed to be lossless 
and i f  embedded in a medium o f re la tive  perm eability and re la tive  
perm ittiv ity  the expression for Z^ (which is given in ohms) must be m u lti- 
plied by *^ /K e , For a rectilinear line the inductance and the capacitance  
are given by:
L = K Z  p H /m  (4 .3 .3 )m e
lo o "
C = K X PF/m (4 .3 .4 )
e
The transmission line used is referred to as a rec tilinear uniform line because it  
consists of two parallel conductors of constant cross section along the lin e .
77.
The ve loc ity  of propagation is independent of frequency, in particu lar, there 
does not exist any low frequency cut off as in a wave guide. The speed of 
propagation is equal to that of a plane wave in an in fin ite  volume of the 
d ie le c tric  (air) which fills  the space between the conductors. If  T is the time 
delay per unit length then:
= Jçj À -  10 y^Ke Km n .s e c ./m  (4 .3 .5 )
T
from equations 4 .3 .3  and 4 ,3 .4
=  V LC sec/m (4 .3 .6 )
In the case concerned it  was found that the speed of propagation T = 3 .3  n sec/im,
and the impedance Z  . -  Z  = 635 ohms. ^ w ire e
Since the chamber electrodes form a part of the transmission line so its 
characteristics impedance is given by:
Z  = 377 X ohms (4 .3 .7 )
E
X «  b , which is the expression for the impedance of a transmission line made 
out of para lle l strips, x is the distance between the two conductors and b is the 
width of the conductor. The impedance of the chamber electrodes was found to 
be:
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— 128 ohms
and the speed of propagation is the same as in the case of the paralle l w ires.
It  is clear that the chamber and the Lecher wires are not properly matched, 
nevertheless the quality  of the tracks was considered very satisfactory.
A t one stage in our experimentation shunting resistors were used instead o f the 
p ara lle l spark gap to control the duration of the high voltage pulse on the 
chamber, but they were found unsatisfactory. For a resistance of 165 ohms 
the whole chamber was illuminated; reducing the resistance to 110 ohms the  
chamber was found to work w ith rather low effic iency and the trades still very  
bright. Any reduction in this resistance reduced the effic iency still further, 
but any increase made the tracks too bright and the entire volume of the chamber 
glow . The reason seems to be that the high voltage pulse starts decaying  
exponentially  as soon as it is applied . The exponential pulse shape is not ideal 
for streamer form ation, and the uncertainty in the moment of streamer formation 
is too large when compared with the fu ll time of the pulse.
The m ultip le track effic iency was also found to be poor. These troubles were 
completely absent in the case of a shunt gap or lecher wires, beccuse in these 
cases the amplitude of the high voltage pulse remains roughly constant on the 
chamber until i t  is cancelled by the gap break down or the reflected pulse in 
case af w ires.
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4 .4  High voltage pulse monitoring
Resistive and capacitive probes were used in attempts to monitor the high 
voltage pulse. W ith the series/parallel spark gap arrangement a resistance 
chain was used. The output pulse was fed to Tektronix 581A oscilloscope 
after attenuation, first by a resistance dividing (1:10) chain and then by a 
1:1000 H V  probe (P6015). Noise and both mains borne and radiated inter­
ference prevented the pulse being seen; instead a ringing noise was observed 
every time the M arx fired . A  separate screened mains line was obtained for 
the oscilloscope from another building to elim inate the mains borne interference. 
A  filte r  was also used. Although this led to some improvement, it  was found 
that radiated interference still prevents the clear observation of the high voltage  
pulse.
When Lecher wires were used as a pulse shaping network i . e .  the chamber was 
a part of a transmission line a capacitive d ivider (F ig . 4 .4 ,1 )  was used. Such 
a probe could be mounted just inside the ground plate of the transmission line  
in this case the earthed chamber electrode. This probe is made of thin aluminium  
fo il mounted between two perspex rings, the output lead is taken through a hole 
in the earthed electrode. The capacitive division is equal to distance between 
the earth electrode and the aluminium foil divided by the distance between the 
chamber electrodes which is:
2 mm/20 cm = 1 /100
i . e .  the pulse is attenuated by 1 :100 by this probe, which was followed by an
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Fig . 4 .4 ,1  A  capacitive probe
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additional resistive d ivider of 25 ohms/1000 ohms = 1 /4 0 . Thus the 
total attenuation is 1 /4 0 0 0 . A  1000 ohm resistor is connected in series 
w ith  the output so that the pulse is not severely d ifferentiated by the probe 
capacitor across the 50 ohms cable terminated by a 50 ohm resistors at both 
ends.
C apacitive  probes tends to ring. An important source of the ringing of a 
capacitive  probe mounted on a transmission line is the difference in wave 
ve lo c ity  in the d ie lec tric  of the probe and that of the transmission lin e .
There are two ways of solving this problerrf either by using the same d ie lec tric  
in both the probe and the transmission line (Bulos et a l.  1967) or by making the 
thickness o f the m etalic  conductor of the probe less than the skin depth as 
suggested by (G ygi and Schneider 1964). In this work the first method was 
adopted and the same d ie lec tric  (air) was used in both the probe and the 
transmission lin e . Using this pulse attenuation arrangement with Tektronix  
581A  oscilloscope, radiated interference and other sources of interference  
prevented the pulse from being observed. (Bulos et a l.  1967) noted that with  
attenuation as high as this, care must be taken so that pick up in the cable does 
not mask the attenuated pulse; additional radio frequency shielding of the 
signal is necessary to obtain a clean pulse. As a result of these attempts, it 
was concluded that to obtain a clean visible pulse, the entire experimental 
arrangement (Marx generator, the shaping condenser and the chamber) has to 
be com pletely shielded, otherwise any attempt to observe the high voltage  
pulse w ill be prevented by radiated interference.
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4 .5  Accuracy of Track Measurements
The spatial accuracy of tracks observed in this streamer chamber was reported 
to be 0 .3 4  mm. (Ric e -Evans and Mishra 1969). The spatial accuracy of a 
track is the root mean square deviation of the measured points about the 
reconstructed tra jectory . The method used consists of measuring the co­
ordinates o f a number of points on the track, constructing a line by least 
square f i t  and then determining the standard deviation of the measured points 
in a direction normal to the constructed trajectory.
The precision in angular measurements which was necessary for the present 
experiments was estimated as the average of the standard deviation of a 
number of measurements of the angle between the tracks in both gaps computed 
by the method of least squares.
Ten arbitrary events having tracks in both gaps were chosen. The co-ordinates 
of ten points on each track were measured and each event was scanned ten 
times. So for each event ten values of the same angle 0 were obtained.
For a particu lar event the standard deviation of these ten values of 0 is 
given by:
a e  = [  Ç  ( e j - ê ) / n . i  ]  ^ (4 .5 .1 )
where n = 10 is the number of repeated measurements, and 0 is the mean 
value of the measured angle.
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The scanning was made w ith the d ig itized  D -M a c  table belonging to Dr. P .T .
Trent at Birkbeck C o llege, University of London. The co-ordinates of each 
point ore punched on eight hole paper tape by the teleprinter attached to the 
ta b le . The measurements of the angles were computed by GDC 6600 University 
of London computer.
The mean of the mean standard deviation of our angular measurements was found 
to be 1 .5  m .rad .
4 .6  The Effect of Gas Pressure On Track Q ualities
In the case of continuous streamer mode it was found that the effic iency of the 
chamber as a track detector was reduced appreciably w ith the reduction of gas 
pressure. However at 200 m .m . Hg. the effic iency was very low and the whole 
chamber was found to glow, reducing the pulse duration by adjusting the length 
of lecher w ires, the background glow was decreased but there was no improvement 
in the e ffic ien cy . The glow is probably connected w ith the reduction of the break­
down voltage w ith pressure and due to the increased photon radiation at lower 
pressures. A  vast decrease in the number of primary electrons, and in the gas 
m u ltip lica tion , because there are fewer gas atoms at lower pressure, might be the 
reason for the decrease in e ffic ien cy . It was noticed also that at low pressures 
the tracks become wider and diffused, which could be due to electron diffusion 
at low pressure, since diffusion is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
pressure. Operation at high pressures offer the prospects of high spatial resolution, 
because the tracks become narrower and less diffused, but at higher pressures the 
working voltage has to be increased.
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In a set of experimental results (Fig. 4 . 6 . 1 )  to show the effect of gas pressure 
on track q ua lities , the high voltage pulse applied to the chambers was kept 
constant. The M arx generator was allowed to trigger once a minute, so time 
was allowed for it to charge to the same level; the rise time of the high voltage  
pulse was kept constant by keeping the width of the series spark gap constant; 
the length of the lecher's wires and hence the high voltage pulse duration was 
the same and the lens aperture was fixed . The only variable throughout the 
experiment was the pressure. From the results it  was clear that by decreasing 
the pressure the brightness of the tracks increased and the tracks became too 
broad.
The results shown in Fig. 4 . 6 . 1  were taken under the condition given in Table  
4 . 6 . 1 .
Pressure in cm. Hg.
a 7 0 .5
b 76
c 8 0 .5
d 85
e 8 8 .5
f 96
g 100
During this experiment the atmospheric pressure was 7 6 .5  cm. of Hg,
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Fig . 4 . 6 . 1  Photographs of cosmi.c ray tracks showing the e ffect of 
gas pressure on track q u a lity . ______________________
Fig, 4 . 6 . 1  (Continued) Photographs of cosmic ray tracks showing
the effect of gas pressure on track quality
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CHAPTER 5
Studies On Gas Discharges
5.1  Introduction
In 1777 G .C .  Lichtenberg discovered that when an e lectrica l discharge occurs 
in the proximity of a solid d ie le c tr ic , s ta r-like  patterns of peculiar design may 
be manifested on its surface. The shape and the polarity of surface discharge 
could be developed by dust figures.
Since this discovery, Lichtenberg figures have attracted the interest of physicists 
because, their characteristics reveal some new aspects of gaseous discharges.
The speed of propagation of the figures gives information on the breakdown 
mechanism. Their size and shape can be used for recording the magnitude and 
polarity  of the transient voltage applied . The fine ly  detailed drawings that 
Lichtenberg made of the figures offer an unusually clear record of the early  
stages of discharge phenomena.
An extensive study of Lichtenberg figures has been made by M errill and Von Hippel 
(1939) who have observed the formation of figures on photographic plates in 
various gases at d ifferent pressures. The results confirm that the figures are 
produced by light emission from the discharge and that the nature of the figures 
is characteristic of the surrounding gas in contrast to the breath-figures which 
are generated by the resistance of the flashed surface to condensation.
It  has been asserted that moving electrons are responsible for the structure of 
the figures. In other words that the figures are the result of electrons being
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Fig . 5 .2 .1  Photograph of cosmic ray tracks showing the rad ia lly  spoked 
Lichtenberg figures obtained when the shunting spark gaps 
arrangement was used in shaping the high voltage pulse
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deposited on, or removed from, the d ie lec tric  surface, and that they indicate  
the paths the electrons traverse in the gas adjacent to the surface. Nasser and 
Loeb (1963) studied the streamer branching from Lichtenberg figures.
5 .2  Observation of Lichtenberg Figures and Discoveries of Rings 
Radially spoked Lichtenberg figures have frequently been photographed (Fig.
5 .2 .1 )  in the streamer chamber described by Rice-Evans and Mishra 1969.
However during some attempts to improve the constancy of the high voltage  
pulse shaping network curious ring patterns on the surface of the d ie lec tric  
were photographed.
When Lecher's wires were used to lim it the pulse duration (F ig . 4 .3 .2 )  these 
rings pattern were observed on the chamber floor above the earthed electrode, 
as w ell as on the ceiling  of the box below the high voltage electrode.
Fig. 5 .2 .2  shows a sample of photographs taken during the investigation of 
this phenomenon, the photographs show what are thought to be Lichtenberg 
figures associated with tracks of cosmic particles In the streamer chamber.
The photograph show:
(A) A  track, typical of those obtained with Lecher's wires. The Lichtenberg 
figures exhibits a series of light and dark rings, w hile the radial spoke structure 
is maintained in luminescent parts.
(B) An incoming cosmic partic le  has interacted with the central electrode
and produced secondary particles. The luminous Lichtenberg rings, corresponding
90
Fig. 5 .2 .2  Examples of photographs taken during the investigation  
of the rings ______________________________
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to d ifferen t tracks are seen to interfere with each other; they do not overlap  
but rather dark spaces occur.
(C) A  closer view  of a s ta r-like  pattern at the lower electrode.
(D) The dark ring of a Lichtenberg figure is seen to be associated with the
wispy discharge in the chamber gas, from the photograph one can see that a
vis ib le  cloud appears above the dark ring, as if  it had been removed from the 
surface,
5 .3  Studies on the Rings
A  few  attempts to observe the shape of the high voltage pulse and correlate 
the shape of the rings were not successful because the radiated and mains borne 
interference made it impossible to observe the pulse on the oscilloscope. To 
see if  the light emitted from the bright rings is polarized or not, two sets of 
photographs of the rings were taken with a polaroid p late mounted in front of 
the lens, one set with the polaroid p late in one position and the other set w ith  
one of the p late rotated 9 0 ° . From the results there was no apparent d ifference  
between the two cases. So it  was concluded that the light emitted in the bright 
rings was not po larized . In another experiment to study the relation between 
the time for which the electric  fie ld  is applied on the chamber, and the ring 
diameters, the amplitude of the high voltage pulse was kept constant, but the 
duration of the high voltage pulse was varied by changing the length of Lecher's 
wires.
oc
220  •  230
Lengfh o f Lecher'
240 250 260
s w ires in err.
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Fig, 5 .3 ,1  The relaMon between the ring diameter and the length 
of Lecher's wires
12  • -
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be b6
Pressure in crn c f  Hg
Fig. 5 .3 .2  The relation between the ring diameter and the gas pressure
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The camera was placed at about 125 cm from the chamber looking at the bottom 
plate  w ith an angle of about 30°; the lens aperture was kept at 1 .9 .
The ring diameters were measured using the enlarger. For each length of Lecher's 
wires ( i . e .  high voltage pulse length) an average diameter was obtained and 
plotted against the length. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .3 .1 ,  where it  is 
clear that the diameter of the rings increases with increasing the length of 
Lecher's w ires, when the length of Lecher's wires increased from 250 cm to 260 cm 
the diam eter of of the rings appear to decrease. This is most probably related to 
the shape of the high voltage pulse and to explain it one has to observe the 
shape of the high voltage pulse on the oscilloscope.
The e ffect of gas pressure on the diameter of the ring was observed, in this 
observation the amplitude of the high voltage pulse and the length of Lecher's 
wires were kept constant, the camera was kept in the same place looking at the 
bottom of the chamber.
A t  d ifferen t gas pressures a number of photographs were taken, and the mean 
ring diam eter was measured using the enlarger. The mean ring diameter was 
plotted against the pressure as shown in Fig. 5 .3 .2 .
5 .4  Discussion
The rings which are visible to the eye, show the red colour characteristic of the 
track discharge in the neon/helium  and it is clear that gaseous ions are responsible 
for the luminosity. N e ither the tracks, nor the rings, are seen when the chambers 
were f ille d  w ith a ir .
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In an attempt to explain the rings structures Rice-Evans and Hassairi (1972) 
suggested that the Lecher's wires arrangement causes the pulsed fie ld  which 
is usually about 10 kV /cm  to oscillate with a period of about 5 n. sec. 
(depending on the length of Lecher's wires). In this event, avalanches, 
in itia ted  by a total specific ionization of about 30 electrons/cm , would be 
expected to grow, too and fro, along the line of the track. The discharge 
would then constitute on oscillating plasma and would give rise to a fluctuating  
magnetic fie ld  w ith cylendrical symmetry.
The figures must indicate the form of the discharge that results from electrons 
moving rad ia lly  over the surface of the perspex. A  relevant fact is that a spark 
discharge on a d ie lec tric  surface is known to have a greater luminosity than a 
free discharge in the same gas (Daniel 1965).
The dark rings may be explained by the electrons moving from the d ie lec tric  
surface, perhaps fluctuating polarisation charges or alternating magnetic fields  
produce successive damping and reignition of the radial charge.
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CHAPTER 6
M u ltip le  Scattering Experiment
6 .1  Experimental arrangement
The fo llow ing experiments were designed to study the m ultiple scattering 
of cosmic ray muons in th ick  scatterers. The scatterers used were lead 
and mercury of 1 inch thickness.
A  double gap streamer chamber in the continuous streamer mode was used,
3
w ith  the scatterer ( 9 x 9 x 1  inch ) placed between the two gaps. Fig. 
(6 . 1 . 1 ) shows the experimental arrangement, two scintillation counters (3 ) 
and (2 ) were placed just below and above the lead absorber -  its thickness 
determines the momentum interval of the observed muons. The counter 
below the lead absorber is the anticoincidence counter (3 ) , the other 
coincidence counter ( 1) was placed above the chamber resting on the wooden 
frame used for clamping the chambers. Above this counter, 15 cm of lead 
was p laced , to absorb the soft component of cosmic ray particles and to 
elim inate the electrons from the analysis; electrons w ill produce showers 
if  they travel through thick lead plates. The counters (2) and (1) were in 
coincidence, the output from the coincidence unit and the counter (3 ) were 
in antico incidence. To satisfy the experimental conditions only the hard 
component of cosmic ray particles was able to pass through the thick lead 
absorber, the scatterer placed between the chambers and stop in the lead 
absorber placed between counters (3 ) and (2 ). Such an event would produce 
an output signal from the anti coincidence unit (logic unit in some cases).
This signal after am plification triggers the Marx generator which results in
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the transfer of the high voltage pulse to the chambers and hence allows 
the visualization of an event which could be photographed and analysed.
The electronics controlling the operation of the system were described in 
d eta il in chapter 3 . The experiments were carried out at sea leve l, the 
rate of genuine anticoincidence output was about 5 %  of the coincidence 
output; this being in good agreement with the established fluxes.
6 .2  E fficiency of the A ntico inc idence counter
An important factor in the va lid ity  of the present work is the efficiency  
of the detection system, especially that of the anticoincidence counter.
I f  the e ffic iency  of the anti coincidence counter is not high, muons of higher 
momenta than the expected value w ill be accepted. Such muons could only 
scatter through small angles which would badly affect the observed distribution.
G reat care was taken in designing and operating the anticoincidence counter.
Its size was chosen so any particle detected by the two coincidence counters
2
must travel through it .  The size of the scintillator was chosen to be 40 x 50 cm , 
A long light guide was used to improve the scintillator uniformity because 
it  reduces the solid angle effect in the region of the photomultiplier Grieder 
(1967 ). The scintillator and the light guide were wrapped in aluminium  
fo il to co llect more ligh t. The thickness of a scintillator is an important 
param eter, it  effects the overall signal to noise ratio of the counter to a large 
extent beside the fact that thick scintillators produce more light due to longer 
partic le  tracks and hence improve the e ffic iency. The scintillator used for
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the anticoincidence was thicker than those used as coincidence counters.
To check that the effic iency of the anticoincidence counter was uniform 
over the whole area , the other two counters were placed one above and 
one below it  in five  d ifferent places (the four comers and the middle) and 
a counting rate was taken, it was concluded that the onticoincidence 
counter was satisfactorily uniform over the whole area .
To check the performance of the counter and select a  working voltage for 
i t ,  the counters were placed in their position as shown in F ig , (6 ,1 ,1 )  and 
the counting rate out of the anticoincidence (logic) unit was observed, 
keeping the voltage on the coincidence counters constant and changing 
the voltage on the anti coincidence counter in 100 vo lt steps. Typical results 
are displayed in Fig. 6 .2 ,1  ; from the graph a  working voltage o f 2 ,6  k V  
for the anticoincidence counter was chosen. This was repeated for the 
d ifferen t e lectronic configurations,
6 .3  Geom etrical corrections
A  geom etrical factor to account for the smmoll variation itm the reoording 
e ffic ien cy  as a function of incident and scattered amglles ftseern obtained.
The correction has been found by a graphical mmetlhod. IIn a  scaled diogroiim 
of the whole arrangement (counters, chambers, sonWerer oimd tike Head 
absorber) as shown in Fig, ( 6 .3 ,1 ) ,  f iv e  eguallly spaced points were ftaken 
both on the upper counter and on the socstterer. Tike liin ^  ipiinEng these
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Fig. 6 ,3 .1  A  graphical representafion of fhe geometric limitations 
of the chamber for recording scattering
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points gave 25 typical trajectories of particles incident at d ifferent angles 
as allow ed by the geometry of the system. The area of the two counters 
and the scatterer are almost the some.
Trajectories in the second gap represent the direction of the scattered 
particles w ith the minimum and the maximum angle of scattering that could 
be recorded. The possibility that a partic le scatter through a certain angle 
was determined for each tra jectory. The results for a ll trajectories were 
combined to g ive an overall e ffic ien cy . Thus a correction factor was 
obtained for each angular group. Figure (6 .3 .2 )  shows the effic iency of 
the system to record tracks scattered at d ifferent angles. From the graph 
it can be seen that there is a maximum decrease in effic iency of only 4%  
for angles as large as 1 5 ° . Application of these corrections increases the 
mean projected angle by only 2% .
The other factor which might effect the scattering distribution is that the 
projection of the scattering angles on a plain paralle l to the chamber w alls, 
i . e .  the plane o f photography, were measured, whereas the theories considered 
the plane containing the in itia l direction of the scattered partic le . A  
graphical assessment Fig. 6 .3 .3  has shown that the difference between the 
results in these two cases is very small, i . e .  about 3%  for a partic le  incident 
at an angle of 20° and scattered through an angle of 10 (Mishra, 1969).
Since the maximum angle of incidence accepted in the present work was only 
1 5 ° , the actual correction would be smaller.
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Fig. 6 .3 .2  Recording effic iency for d ifferent scattering angles
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I Mean projected ongle in the present- 
' case = 6 .4 6
Mean projected angle in case of theory 
I = 6 .2 5
i . .  the difference = 0 ,21^ /6 .25 *^  = 3 .3 %  
which is very small and justifies the use 
of projected angles.
Fig . 6 .3 .3  Assessment of the error involved in the projected distribution 
when compared w ith the theoretical condition______________
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6 .4  M u ltip le  scattering in lead
A  35 mm, camera was used to photograph the selected events. Any 
photograph that contains more than one event, (or more than one track 
in the second gap) was omitted from the analysis,
A D -  M ac  table was used to transfer the information from the negatives 
selected for analysis to a d ig ita l form on tape which can be handled much 
more easily . Ten arbitrary points were chosen on the tracks in each gap and 
the co-ordinates of these points were obtained. Straight lines were 
constructed by the least square method for the tracks above and below the 
scatterer, and the scattering angle was measured from the difference o f the 
slopes. The selected events were grouped in the angular range 0 °  -  1°^
1 - 2 , 2  - 3 ,  .............................1 9 ° -  20 ° and so on. The number of
events in each angular group were displayed in the form o f a histogram 
from which the experimental mean angle of scattering and the root mean 
square were calculated, these values being useful in comparison w ith  the 
theoretical predictions. The m ajority of the analysed events have scattered 
with angles that lie  in the range 0 °  to 18 , although a few  cases o f larger 
angles were observed.
Figure 6 .4 .1  shows some typical examples of the selected events. The 
accuracy with which the scattering angle can be measured is 1 %5 millimdiami» 
so the probable error in the angular measurement is 0 ,0 9  d ^ r e e .
For the measurements described in this chapter electrons hove been ex el W e d ,
105
Fig. 6 .4 .1  Photographs of events analysed
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Electrons would have to travel about 3 4 .5  radiation lengths (7 inches of lead) 
without producing a shower. This is most un like ly , since fast electrons 
produce showers in one or very few radiation lengths. Protons cannot be 
excluded. But they have been estimated to be less than 4 %  (Alkofer et a l , ,  
1970), Thus their contribution to the distribution is very small and could 
be accounted for if  necessary. It was therefore concluded that most the 
observed particles were muons.
6 .4 .1  Experiment A; Using anticoincidence counter 
Two sets of results for d ifferent muons mean energies were observed. For 
this experiment the anticoincidence counter (3) was assumed to be 100%  
e ffic ien t, and no correction was used. For the first set of results a 5 cm 
block of lead was used as an absorber, and it was placed between the 
anticoincidence counter (3) and the coincidence counter (2 ). Thus only 
particles that were detected simultaneously by counters (1) and (2) and 
stop in the lead absorber w ill give an output signal which triggers the Marx  
generator. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 6 ,4 .1  .1 . The 
angle of scattering for the events selected for analysis was measured using 
the D -M a c  tab le , and the results were grouped according to their angular 
range and displayed in a histogram Fig, 6 . 4 . 1 . 2 .  The muons studied in 
this experiment have a maximum energy of 127 M e V  which corresponds to 
a range of 7 .5  cm of lead, and minimum energy of 63 M e V  which corresponds 
to 2 .5  cm of lead. These values gives a mean k inetic  energy of 95 M e V . 
From the experimental distribution the mean angle of scattering was 5 .2 8 °  
and the root mean square value was 7 .2 1 ° .  Figure 6 .4 .1  .2  shows also the
107.
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expected m ultiple scattering distribution normalized to the experimental 
results. From the distributions one can notice the large deviations of the 
experimental results from the theoretical predictions,
A  second set of results was obtained with the 5 cm of lead placed above 
the coincidence counter (2), and 1 ,5  cm of lead used as an absorber placed 
between the anticoincidence counter (3) and the coincidence counter (2). 
Figure 6 ,1  .1 shows the experimental arrangement. The 5 cm lead absorber 
was replaced by the 1 ,5  cm lead plate to narrow the momentum in terva l.
This lead plate was chosen to be bigger than the coincidence counter (2) 
to insure that a ll particles detected simultaneously by counters (1) and (2)
3
had to pass through i t .  Its dimensions were 31 x 31 x 1 ,5  cm , The projected 
angle of scattering was measured using D -M a c  tab le , and results were 
displayed in a histogram. Fig, 6 , 4 ,1 , 3 ,  The observed muons in this arrange­
ment have a maximum energy of 148 M e V  which corresponds to 9 cm of lead 
and a minimum energy of 127 M e V  related to a range of 7 ,5  cm of lead. The 
mean muon energy was 137 ,5  M e V , The expected m ultiple scattering 
distribution was calculated and normalized to the experimental results 
Fig, 6 ,4 ,1  ,3 ,  Again the difference between the two distributions is very 
c lear. From the histogram the mean of the scattering angle was found to be 
4 .3 7 ° ,  and the root mean square value is 6 ,4 ° ,  The electronics used in 
obtaining both sets of results were described in 3 ,4 ,
6 ,4 ,2  Experiment B; Using cosmic ray absorption technique 
To account for any ineffic iency in the anticoincidence detection system.
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i . e .  to correct for any high momentum contamination which would contribute 
mainly to the small angle region of the experimental distribution, the angular 
distribution of the particles observed with the lead absorber removed was 
obtained. This distribution was subtracted from the distribution obtained 
(in the same length of time) with the lead absorber in p lace.
The scattering in 2 .5  cm of lead was observed alternately with the lead 
absorber in its place for 1 hour, and then with the lead absorber removed 
for the same tim e. This sequence was repeated throughout the experiment. 
Figure 6 .1  .1 shows the experimental set up.
The experimental results obtained with and without the lead absorber, are 
displayed in a histogram shown in Figure 6 .4 ,2 .1  . Figure 6 ,4 .2 ,2  shows 
the corrected experimental distribution, i . e .  the distribution that should 
correspond to particles that stop in the lead . In the theoretical assessment 
of the experimental results which w ill be discussed later, section 6 ,5 ,  the 
corrected experimental distribution w ill be used. The observed muons in 
this experiment have a maximum energy of 148 M e V , and a minimum energy 
of 127 M e V  and the mean muon energy was 137 ,5  M e V . A  D -M a c  table 
was used in measuring the angle of scattering. The electronics used in 
obtaining these results are the same as the one used in experiment A . (see
6 .4 .1 ) .  From the results the mean scattering angle was 5 .6 3 °  and the root 
mean square was 7 .5 7 ° .
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Fig. 6 .4 .2 .1  The observed distribution of multiple scattering in 
lead with the lead absorber in its place and with  
the lead absorber removed. The results are displayed 
in the form of a histogram.
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6 .4 ,3  Experiment C; integrated circuit electronics plus absorption technique 
This experiment is similar in many ways to the experiment described in 6 .4 .2 .
The same experimental arrangement was used, and again the subtracted 
distribution of muons was obtained. The only difference between the experiments 
described in 6 .4 .2  and here is that in the first the valve electronics (3 .4 ) 
were used w hile in the second the logic control employing integrated circuits 
(3 .6 ) was used. The output of the logic circuit used to trigger the trigger 
am plifier was taken from (out 1) of the logic ( 3 .6 .2 . )
The muons observed in this experiment have the same mean energy, 138 M e V , 
as those of experiment B. Figure 6 .4 .3 .1  shows the experimental distribution 
obtained with the lead absorber in its usual p lace, and also the distribution 
with the absorber removed. Figure 6 .4 .3 .2  shows the subtracted distribution. 
From this histogram the mean angle of scattering was found to be 5 .8 8 ° ,  and 
the root mean square angle was 7 .7 ° .
6 .5  Analysis of Results
Various range-energy relation graphs by W ick (1943), Bet he (1953), Rossi 
(1941) and others exist; but the difference between them is very small. In 
determining the energy of muons studied in this experiment, the range- 
energy relation graph by Rossi was used. If  we take experiment C as an 
example we get the minimum energy for muons to trigger our system which 
corresponds to a range of 7 .5  cm of lead was found to be 127 M e V , a maximum 
range o f 9 cm of lead sets an upper lim it to the energy of muons that triggers 
the system,this upper lim it was found to be 148 M e V . The mean kinetic  energy
m
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of these muons is 138 M eV  and the mean momentum is 219 M e V /c . These 
values were compared w ith the values obtained by the use of the range- 
energy relation calculated by Sternheimer (1959, 1960) which includes the 
density e ffec t, and where it was assumed that the ionization potential for 
lead is I -  1070 e V . It was found that the calculated muon energies agrees 
w ell w ith the values obtained by the Rossi graphs. Therefore using the 
Rossi graph the muon energies were obtained for each experiment. The 
total energy of muons observed in experiment C was 243 M eV , thus from 
the equation:
E = m c / ( I  -   ^ r  6 .4 .1
2 .
where E is the total energy and m^c is the muon rest mass, we get
^  =  0 .81 and hence P =  0 .9
The muon momentum was calculated from
E  ^ = P^c^ + m'^ . c^ o
and was found to be p -  219 M e V /c .
Using these values, the parameters G  and Q  were obtained from equations 
(2 .1  .36 ) and (2 .1  .28 ) respectively:
118
G  = 7 .3 2  
Q  = 3 .6 9 4  x 10"^
Substituting the values of G  and Q  in equation (2 .1 .4 6 ) one gets the 
theoretical m ultiple scattering distribution expected for muons of this 
particular energy scattered through 2 .5  cm of lead according to Cooper 
and Rainwater theory of m ultiple scattering. A computer program was 
used in solving equation 2.1 .4 6  for particular G  and Q  and the theoretical 
distribution was obtained.
The Cooper and Rainwater theory of m ultiple scattering was adopted in the 
analysis of these experimental results because many experimentalists have 
found that the distribution predicted by this theory was in better agreement 
with their experimental results than the other theories (chapter 2 .2 ) ,  and 
that Cooper and Rainwater have taken into account the nuclear size effect 
as w ell as the shielding e ffec t. The values of E, P, G  and Q  were calculated  
for each experim ent. These values are listed in table 6 .4 .1  and the predicted 
angular distributions were computed for each of these experiments. The 
predicted angular distributions were normalized with regard to area and 
fitted  to the experimental results of experiment A; and to corrected experimental 
distributions of experiments B and C . Figures 6 .4 .1  ,2 ,  6 .4 .1 .3 ,  6 .4 .2 .2  
and 6 .4 .3 .2  show the theoretical distribution fitted  to the experimental results.
Table 6 .4 .1
119
Experiment E mean 
M eV
P mean 
M e V /c
P G Q
x lO - 3
A , 95 170.78 0 .8 5 7 .2 9 5.91
^ 2
138 219 0 .9 7 .3 2 3 .6 9 9
B 138 219 0 .9 7 .3 2 3 .6 9 9
C 138 219 0 .9 7 .3 2 3 .6 9 9
120
6 ,6  M u ltip le  scattering in mercury
From the results obtained in the experiments described in section 6 .4  it was 
noticed that the experimental distribution deviates from the calculated 
theoretical one. It was thought that this might be due to the nature of the 
scattering m ateria l, e .g .  due to the crystal structure of the scattering 
material (lead ). Consequently a d ifferent scatterer, mercury, which has 
no crystal structure has been used.
The mercury scatterer was enclosed in a perspex box; the thickness of the 
walls was 0 .6  cm. The mercury scatterer was placed between the two high 
voltage plates, in the same experimental arrangement as the one used in 
experiment Cdescribed in section 6 .4 .3 .
Figure 6 .6 .1  shows the results and the subtracted histogram is shown in Fig.
6 .6 .2  w ith the fitted  theoretical distribution. A  chi squared test applied  
to these results shows that the experimental distribution is not in agreement 
with that predicted.
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Fig. 6 .6 .1  The observed distributions of m ultiple scattering angle in mercury 
obtained w ith and without the lead absorber _________
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CHAPTER 7
M u ltip le  Scattering of Identified Muons .
7 .1  Introduction
In this chapter the m ultiple scattering in lead and mercury, of cosmic ray 
muons identified by their decay electron, is described. Fig. 7 .1 .1  shows 
the experimental arrangement; an 8 cm carbon block was used as an absorber 
placed between the anticoincidence counter (3) and the coincidence counter 
(2). The two counters (2) and (1) are in coincidence; the logic electronics
used were described in section 3 .6 .  The output to the trigger unit, section
3 .6 ,  was taken from output 2 . Therefore only muons that stop in the carbon
absorber and after a certain time decay to an electron, which w ill be detected 
by the counter (3), w ill give a rise to an output pulse from output 2 to trigger 
the trigger am plifier and consequently trigger the Marx generator. The decay 
of a muon leads to the appearance of an electron and a neutrino and 
antineutrino.
i  ijU e +  u +  \)
This decay scheme for the muon was first confirmed by measurements on the 
decay-electron spectrum in a Wilson cloud chamber and by an absorption 
method; Leighton et a l .  (1949) used a cloud chamber exposed to cosmic rays 
to obtain the spectrum of decay electrons.
The energy distribution of the decay electron is a continuous spectrum and 
extends up to 50 M e V , the average energy of the decay electrons was found 
to be about 35 M e V .
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Free negative muons have the same decay constant as positive muons, 
negative muons stopped in matter may decay free ly , but they may also interact 
with nuclei of the stopping substance and disappear by capture. The probability  
of a negative muon decaying increases as the atomic number Z  of the stopping 
substance decreases (Conversi, Pan ci ni and Piccioni, 1947). They measured 
the life  time of both positive and negative muons stopping in various absorbers 
and they found that decay electrons were detected when negative muons were 
stopped in a graphite absorber. Their number was comparable with the number 
of decay electrons from positive muons stopping in graphite. Lifetime measure­
ments of the muon by the delayed coincidence method were carried out by 
Rassati (1941). This method, which shows that muons decay exponentially was 
improved by Rossi and Nereson (1942). The most accurate measurements of 
the mean life  time of cosmic-ray muons appear to be those by Bell and Hincks 
(1951). Their result was:
Tfi -  (2 ,2  ±  0 .0 2 ) lO ^ s e c .
O ther accurate measurements of the life  time of the muon have recently been 
carried out by a number of groups using accelerators; their results are very 
close to those of Bell and Hincks.
In this experiment graphite was chosen as an absorber because of its small 
atomic number, so that negative as w ell as positive muons w ill give a decay 
electron .
126.
Since the average energy of the decay electrons was found to be 35 M eV  
the absorber thickness was chosen so electrons w ith this energy w ill be 
observed in counter (3).
The Feather relation is:
R = 0 .5 4 3  E - 0 .1 6 0  7 .1 .1
2
where R is the range in gm/cm , and E is in M e V .
The carbon absorber was 8 cm thick therefore using this re lation , we find 
that E % 34  M e V .
Decay electrons which are generated at the top of the absorber w ill be 
detected by (3) if  their energy is greater than 34 M e V . In the experiments 
that w ill be described later the electronic logic was set so whenever there 
is a coincidence signal between (1) and (2) and nothing simultaneously coming 
from (3), and if  after an interval of (say) 1 -3  ps there was a pulse from (3)
(and nothing from (1) and (2 )), an output pulse was obtained from output 2 .
The time after which the gate is opened and the length of time for which the 
gate stays open, is adjusted by two 10 Kohm he 11 pots.
The effic iency of the detection system, and of the anti-coincidence counter 
which is the decay electron detector, were checked by placing the counter (2)
127.
d irectly  underneath (3) and counting for a certain length of tim e. No counts 
were observed from output 2 for 48 hours with the counter (2) below (3) and 
when the counter (2) placed in its usual place above (3) the counting rate was 
as expected. This counting rate was low because some of the decay electrons 
w ill escape detection by (3) because they w ill be moving away from it and 
some w ill stop in the graphite absorber. Also a few muons w ill decay into 
electrons in a time longer than that for which the gate w ill be open after 
detecting the passage of the partic le .
7 .2  Scattering of Muons in Mercury
in the present experiment the scattering of cosmic ray muons in a one inch 
thickness of mercury has been studied. The double gap chamber in the 
continuous streamer mode was used w ith the mercury scatterer placed between 
the high voltage electrodes which were two 1 /1 6  inch, 24 inches square 
aluminium plates. The mercury scatterer was enclosed in a perspex box, the 
thickness of the perspex is 0 ,6  cm, the volume of the mercury is (20 x 20 x 2 .5  cm^)
The muons in this experiment have to go through 2 .5  cm of mercury and 5 cm 
of lead before being stopped in 8 cm of carbon.
This gives them a minimum energy of:
E . = 138 M eV
min
and a maximum energy, ^rnax ~  ^^0 M eV
so the mean energy E = 1 5 9  M e V .mean
28
These values were obtained from Nomograph given by (Hayakawa 1969 
p. 107).
Using these values it was found that the mean momentum is p = 242 M e V /c .
mean '
^total 7 .2 .1
the value of 3 was calculated, and found to be:
3 ^ = 0 .8 4  and 3 = 0 .9 1 6
Using the values of 8 and the mean momentum p the values of G  and Q ,
"^mean
given by equation 2.1 .3 6  and 2.1 .28  respectively, were obtained.
Theoretical distributions were obtained from equation 2.1 .46  with the aid of a 
computer.
The experiment was performed a t sea level; 15 cm thickness of lead blocks 
was placed above the chamber and above the coincidence counter (1) to 
absorb the soft component of cosmic rays, to elim inate the electrons, to 
reduce the nuclear interacting particles, e .g .  protons. Scattering events 
were photographed using the automatic camera; the film  used was 35 mm 
Ilford Mark V .
A ll tracks selected for analysis were scanned by a D -M ac  tab le , and the 
results were obtained on 8 hole paper tape. A computer was used to construct 
straight lines by the least square method for the tracks above and below the 
scatterer, and the scattering angle was obtained from the difference o f the 
slopes. The accuracy w ith which the scattering angle was measured was 1 .5  mrad 
(0 ,0 9  degree).
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Fig. 7 .2 .2  The photographs of the analysed events
131 .
The particles were grouped in the angular range 1° -  2 ° ,
2 ” 3 , ......................................12 -  13° and so on, their numbers were
displayed in the form of a histogram Fig. 7 .2 .1 .  The theoretical 
distribution obtained from Equ. 2 .1 .4 6  after substituting the values of 
G  and Q  was normalized to the experimental results, this is also shown 
in Fig. 7 .2 .1  . From the experimental histogram the mean scattering angle 
was found to be 6 .3 7 °  and the root mean square value was 8 .2 5 ° .  F ig .
7 .2 .2  shows a typical track selected for analysis.
7 .3  Muon scattering in lead
3In this experiment a lead block (20 x 20 x 2 .5  cm ) was used as a scatterer.
It was placed between the two high voltage plates (F ig . 7 .1  .1 ) .  The same 
electronic logic as was used in (7 ,2 ) was used for this experiment. Before 
starting this experiment the detection system was checked for effic iency and 
it was found to be satisfactory.
From the range -  energy relation it was found that these muons hove a minimum 
energy of:
E . = 1 2 7  M e V  which corresponds to a range of 7 .5  cm of lead, i . e .  8 5 .2  gm/cm  
mm
The maximum energy corresponds to 7 .5  cm of lead plus the 8 cm of carbon 
absorber, hence:
E 170 M e V .
max
2
132
Therefore the mean energy of the muons studied was
E = 148 .5  M e V .mean
2 2 2 2 
Since E = ? C + m^c / where E is the total energy of the incident
partic le  the mean momentum was;
P = 232 M e V /c .mean '
From Eq. 7 .2 ,1  the value of 3 was calculated and found to be;
P = 0 .9 0 9 .
Using these values the parameters G  and Q  given by eq, 2 .1 .3 6  and eq.
2 .1  .28  respectively were found.
Putting these values in the computer program (appendix B) the theoretical 
distribution (eq. 2.1 .46) was computed. The experimental results were 
analysed in the same way as the results of 7 .2 .  The theoretical distribution 
was normalized by equalising the total areas, to the experimental histogram 
Fig . 7 .3 .1  . From the experimental histogram the mean angle of scattering is 
found to be 6 .5 °  and the root mean square is found to be 8 .2 3 . Application  
of the correction factors described in 6 .3  to  both these results and the results 
from 7 o2 proved to be negligible; the first correction factor alters the mean 
angle and the root mean square by only 1% and the second factor was found 
to have a maximum correction of 3 .3 % .
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CHAPTER 8
Discussion of the results of m ultiple scattering of cosmic rays
8.1  Discussion of Experimental Scatter Spectrum
The m ultiple scattering of cosmic rays in a thick (2 .5  cm) lead scatterer was 
observed in chapter 6; the experimental results were displayed in Figures
6 .4 .1  .2 , 6 .4 .1  .3 ,  6 .4 .2 .2  and 6 .4 .3 .2 .  The expected distribution 
calculated on the basis of the Cooper and Rainwater model normalized to the 
experimental results is shown in the same figures. It  was noticed that the 
experimental results deviate from the precited distributions of muons especially 
in the small angle region. Using the Chi squared test on the three sets of 
results it was concluded that the assumed distribution very probably did not 
correspond to the observed one (P 2 = O.OOl).
Since both experiments Band Q, described in 6 .4 .2  and 6 .4 .3 ,  were carried 
out under the same conditions i . e .  for particles of the same energy. Fig.
8 .1 .1  shows their combined results which w ill be referred to in the following  
discussion. The number of events analysed in experiments B and C with the 
lead absorber in its position was 1186 events. These events were collected  
over 140 hours, therefore the rate of events observed was 8 .4 7  event/hour.
-3
From Hayakawa the sea level muon flux for the momentum studied was 3 x 1 0  
part/cm V sec /s r/(G eY /c )^ * From the geometry of the experimental set up and 
the experimental conditions, the expected number of triggers due to muons in 
our experiment was 1 0 .5  per hour. This number is larger than the observed 
rote (8 .4 7  hour). The difference is due to two reasons: (a) not a ll events were 
analysed (b) in the calculation, the counter sizes were larger than the sensitive 
areas of the chambers used.
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Th© percenfage of protons in cosmic rays at sea level for our energy range 
was estimated to be less than 4%  (A llko fer, 1970), Taking into consideration 
the 15 cm of lead block above the chamber, the percentage capable of 
triggering the system was calculated (see later) and found to be 2 .3 % . The 
effect of proton scattering on the observed distribution may be obtained as 
follows. If (Çi) and ( 0 )  represent the normalised theoretical scattering 
distributions for muons and protons respectively, and if x is the fraction of protons 
present in the beam, then the scattering function for this contaminated beam is:
P (0 ) = (1 - X )  P^  (0 ) + x P (0 ) 8.1.1
Fig. 8.1 .2  shows the theoretical distribution obtained from equations 8 .1 .1  
when X  = 5 %  fitted  to the experimental distribution.
A  close examination of the experimental distribution (Fig. 8.1 .1 ) shows that 
it could be divided into two separate Gaussian distributions (Fig. 8 .1 .3 ) .  
Assuming that a ll the events which scattered with an angle greater than 8 
were muons, then the broader distribution, if extrapolated to cover the range 
0 °  to 8 °  (Fig. 8.1 .3 ) ,  gives a mean angle of 6 .7 7 ° ,  and when corrected for 
the geometrical factors, it becomes 7 .0 6 °  and the root mean square angle 8 .8 6 ° .  
These values compare reasonably well with the theoretical values; they are 
about 94%  of the predicted one. The narrow component is contained in an 
angular range of 0 °  to 5 °  (Fig. 8.1 .3b) and appears to be Gaussian in form
w ith a mean angle of 1 .6 ° .  This narrow component cannot be reconciled with 
any of the theories on m ultiple scattering when the established cosmic ray fluxes 
are used.
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Fig, 8 .1  .3  (a) Histogram of the total distribution. The curve indicates the 
theoretical model for muons
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Fig. 8 .1 .3  (b) A histogram of the subtracted narrow component. The curve 
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To help analyse the problem a decision tree was constructed (Fig, 8,1 ,4 ) .
Three possible explanations were considered to account for the narrow component 
(2): apparatus defects (5), imperfect analysis (6) or that the effect is real 
(7). (N .B . the numbers in brackets refer to branches in the decision tree).
8 .2  On the possibility of a defect in the apparatus 
Apparatus defects could consist of:
(a) ineffic ien t counters (8). If  the coincidence system were not 100%  
e ffic ie n t, the effect would be unimportant, because the undetected events 
would not contribute to the measured distribution. However, if  the anti -  
coincidence counter were not 100%  e ffic ien t, this would contribute to the 
measured distribution, and particles of higher energies than those calculated  
w ill be observed. Such particles would contribute heavily to the small angle 
region and would give rise to a distribution which decreases faster with 
increasing angle than would have been the case in the ideal experiment when 
the anticoincidence counter is 100% e ffic ien t.
But the graph of the number of counts against the anticoincidence counter 
voltage (Fig. 6 .2 .2 )  suggests that the anticoincidence counter is e ffic ien t.
In any case this would be unimportant for our experiments involving the cosmic 
ray absorption technique, i . e .  w ith the experiment performed with the lead 
absorber in position and then for the same period of time with the lead absorber 
removed, and then subtracting the two experimental distributions. This w ill 
cancel the effect of any inefficiency of the anticoincidence counter on the 
corrected experimental distribution.
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O ne might comment that if this distribution were due to some high energy 
contamination, i .e  failure of the anticoincidence counter, then the 
experimental distribution would have the shape of an exponential distribution 
rather than a Gaussian distribution. The experimental events were grouped 
in smaller angular intervals of 0 .2 ° ,  and were displayed in a histogram (Fig. 
8 .2 .1 ) .  It  can be see that it has approximately a Gaussian form with a fla t 
top.
(b) Systematic bias (9 ). |f  there were any systematic angular bias it would 
be observed in the distribution of a ll the accepted particles and in that of 
the scattered particles. Figure 8 .2 .2  shows that there is no le ft-righ t 
distortion for the accepted or scattered events.
(c) D rift in effic iency (10); one o f the apparatus defects which might affect 
the experimental results is the d rift in the effic iency of the detection system. 
However the counting rate was monitored da ily  throughout the experiment and 
it  was found to be steady.
8 .3  On the possibility of imperfect analysis
The second explanation of this narrow component is that it could be due to 
some imperfect analysis (6). Two geometrical corrections were applied to the 
experimental results, one to account for the recording efficiencies for particles 
scattered at d ifferent angles, and the other to account for the cases when the 
incoming particles are not in the same plane as the photography plane. These 
corrections were discussed in section 6 .3 .
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Imperfect analysis was omitted as the explanation for the narrow component 
of the experimental distribution, because the same method of analysis was 
applied to the results obtained for the experiment in which muons were identified  
by their decay electron (chapter 7) and it was found that the experimental 
distribution was in very good agreement w ith the predicted distribution (see 
chapter 9 ).
8 .4  On the possibility of the narrow component being significant 
The only other interpretation of the experimental distribution, i . e .  the narrow 
component, is that the effect is re a l. Three causes might explain this narrow 
component if  the effect is rea l.
(T) It  is due to high energy muons included in the experimental data due to 
ineffic iency of the anticoincidence counter, but this is most unlikely because 
of (a) in 8 . 2 .
(2) The second suggestion to explain the experimental results is that they are 
a consequence of the nature or crystalline structure of the scattering m aterial, 
e . g .  due to channelling although channelling has only been observed at low 
energies (a few M e V ).
This suggestion was ignored because the same results i . e .  the narrow component 
was observed in the two cases, when the scatterer used was lead and mercury, 
and that the results of the identified muons was in good agreement with the 
theoretical prediction in both cases.
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(3) The other explanation is that the narrow component in the experimental 
distribution is due to some other particles included in the results. It  could 
be either a conventional particle or novel partic le . The possibility that a 
conventional particle is the explanation for the experimental distribution is 
investigated in what follows, taking into account that the hard component 
of cosmic rays at sea level consists mainly of muons, protons and electrons. 
Electrons could be excluded because they would cause showers in travelling  
through 17 cm of lead, which could be noticed and excluded from the analysis.
The other particles considered were pions which were unlikely because, for 
pions to satisfy the experimental conditions, they must have an energy of 148 M eV  
and this would give a mean scattering angle of 6 .5 °  which is about 4 times larger 
than the observed mean scattering angle (1 .6 ° ) .  And the pion flux at sea level 
is very small (about 1 % of the proton flux ), i . e .  much smaller than the expected 
flux calculated from the experimental distribution.
Assuming that the narrow distribution is a scatter distribution of protons, then 
these protons must have a mean energy of 291 M e V . to satisfy the experimental 
conditions i . e .  to go through 7 .5  cm of lead and to stop in the 1 .5  cm of lead 
absorber placed between the anticoincidence counter and one of the coincidence 
counters. The mean scattering angle of protons of such energy was calculated 
to be 2 .7 4 °  (equivalent to a rms value of 3 .6 9 ° )  w hile the observed mean 
scattering angle obtained from the narrow component of the experimental results 
was 1 .6 °  (rms 2 .0 4 ° ) .
From the number, and the time in which these events were obtained, the flux 
of the particles responsible for this narrow distribution was calculated. The 
number of events observed was 148 obtained in 140 hours.
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The flux of particles was calculated from the observed event rate by using 
the Greisen (1942) relation:
N  b^
1
3 a tan ^
(r) '  7 8.2
where I is the separation of the counter, a and b are the length and the 
width of the coincidence counters, N  is the event rate and I  is the absolute 
flu x . For the present experiment the ratio
—  = 4 4 .6
I
Therefore, in our case with N  = 0 .000294  per second the absolute flux for 
the particles in the narrow component was found to be
2
1 = 6 .5 8 x 1 0  p a r t /c m /s e c /s r .
Although the momentum of the protons at the scatterer was in the range
794 + 16 M e V /c , because of the 15 cm of lead above the streamer chamber,
the actual sea level momentum of any protons triggering the chamber would
be 1161 + 18 M e V /c . From the established momentum spectrum of protons
at sea level (see Hayakawa, 1970), the calculated flux of these protons is 
**5 26 x 1 0  part/cm  /s e c /s r / (G e V /c ) ,  and hence the flux of protons triggering 
the chamber is expected to be:
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“6 2 
2.1 X 10 part/cm  /se c /s r
which is smaller than the experimental flu x . For these reasons it  was 
considered that protons were an un likely  explanation for the narrow component,
Faced with the dilemma of there apparently being no conventional particles 
that could account for the narrow distribution, we have considered whether 
cosmic rays might include some so-far undetermined particles. One obvious 
possibility is the particle with the electron charge but unknown mass. Using 
the 2 .0 4  width of the distribution, a plausible mass was calculated as follows; 
From Cooper and Rainwater theory:
(GQ)^ -  ((p )
where <p is the root mean square calculated from the experimental results, 
Since G  is almost independent of P , for G  = 7 .3 2 ,
I s I = const = K. 
V v p i
where is the characteristic energy of scattering and is given by:
E = 21 z }  M eV  
s I
where Z . is the charge of the scattered partic le .
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Then the mass of the scattered partic le is:
M àP = 21 Z .V A  MeV/c^ 8.4.1
/ I - 8 ^
From equation 8 .4 .1  a value for M o was assumed and a value for ^ was 
obtained. From Sternheimer (1959) we have the relation
T M'o Rp I Tq 1 8 .4 .2
Mp V M ^
where T^, Z . and M ^ are the range, energy, charge and mass of the 
partic le  , M ^ is the proton mass and R^ is the proton range for the appropriate
energy M
The range of the partic le  R^ is set by the experimental arrangement to be
between 7 .5  and 9 cm. By substituting various values of M^ in equation 8 .4 .1
one obtains corresponding values of jS ; one then calculates T^ and frorri the
relation 8 .4 .2  one calculates R . M  can be varied until the correct range
o o
is obtained . In addition to Z . =  1 the calculation was also performed for Z . = 
e /3  and 2 e /3 .  The calculated masses for the d ifferent charges are given in 
tab le  8 . 4 , 1 .
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Table 8 .4 .1
charge Mass « 
M e V /c P
-dE
dx p 1
M e V  (gm/c m  )
Range 
in cm 
of lead
1 3800 0 .4 7 +  5 .21 8 .4 2
2 e /3 1600 0 .4 7  * +  2 .3 2 8 .1 8
^ 6
400 0 .4 7 +  0 .5 8 8 .5 0
Table 8 .4 .1  indicates combinations of mass and charge that ore compatible
w ith  the width of the narrow component in the m ultiple scattering distribution.
2
The possibility o f the peak being due to heavy particles of mass 3800 M e V /e  , 
or due toquarks is discussed la ter.
Values of ionisation loss would give a clue to the nature of any novel particles. 
The streamer chamber is not normally a sensitive indicator of ionisation loss, 
but nevertheless it  is sensible to estimate the losses for these particles.
The energy loss by ionization is given by the Bethe-Bloch relation:
dx
2 2 
2 Cm c Z re
-2---------
In f  4m t^ c^ 3^ \ -  2 b
where me is the electron mass, Z i the charge o f the ionizing partic le , C is a 
constant given by:
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-  0 .1 5  Z  ( gm cm^ )
A
and I (Z ) is a matter constant depending on the ionization potential of the 
traversed matter ( i . e .  is the average ionization potential);
I (z) =  9.1 (1 Z .  ( e V ^
The energy loss by ionization was calculated for neon for the different 
particles and the values are included in table 8 .4 ,1  .
The calculated values of -dE for muons and protons accepted by the experimental
dx
2 - 1  ~  2 - 1
arrangement are 1 .8 2  M eV(gm /cm  ) and 3 .0 3  M eV(gm /cm  )
From the previous discussion it was concluded that a possible explanation  
for the experimental results might be:
(a) Due to a novel p a rtic le , e ither frac tiona lly  charged or of charge e -  1
_6
but of unusual mass. The flux o f such partic le  was calculated to be 6 .5 8  x 10 
2
part/cm  /s e c /s r which is much higher than the upper lim it for quark fluxes 
established by cosmic ray ionisation experiments (Jones, 1973).
McCusker e t a l .  (1969) claimed to have found five  quarks based on the 
finding of five  cloud chamber tracks so thin that they seemed to correspond 
to particles w ith only a fraction o f the electron charge.
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A  quark of 2 e /3  charge would be expected to make a track having a specific 
ionization of only 4 /9  that of ordinary high energy particles; just the reduction 
in ionization McCusker observed. The main argument against McCusker's 
interpretation is that experiments similar to his have so far failed to provide 
evidence of quarks. Adair and Kasha (1969) placed limits on the flux of the 
quark in the secondary cosmic rays of about
10 par/cm ^/sec/sr.
They concluded that the claim of McCusker et a l .  was in contradiction with  
the results of their search.
(b) The experimental distribution could be explained if  the percentage of 
protons stopped by the lead absorber is about 10 times the calculated one, i . e .  
the proton flux at sea level has to be much higher than the well established 
proton flux at sea le v e l. Although the ratio of protons to muons at sea level 
for the energy concerned has been given by A llko fer (1970) as about 4% , we 
have also calculated the ratio for the particles accepted by the present 
experimental system by using the established fluxes. The minimum range in 
lead was 2 2 .5  cm, and the maximum range 24 cm, and using the Rossi graph, 
the mean energy for accepted muons was estimated to be 3 2 8 .6  M e V , and the 
energy interval was 21 .2  M eV  (A  E). The mean muon mon en turn was P (mean) 
= 421 ,5  M e V /c  and A  P = 2 1 .8  M e V /c .
And for protons the corresponding values were P mean = 1161 M e V /c  and 
A P  = 3 6  M e V /c .
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From the graphs of the flux intensities of muons and protons given in /^ayakawa’ 
book (1970), the flux intensity of muons observed in the experiment was:
1/ -  3 x 1 0 ^  part cm ^ sec  ^ sr  ^ (G e V /c )”^
7^
and for protons
Ip' -  6 x 1 0 ^  part cm ^ sec  ^ sr  ^ (G e V /c ) ^
Hence the proportion of protons in the present experiment is estimated to be 3 .2 % .  
In this calculation the roof and ceiling above were ignored. Including them, a 
rough estimate suggested a proton contamination of 2.1 % . Using these ratios the 
total number of protons expected to be observed in the experiment was 23 particles 
when the ceiling was included, and 40 particles when the ceiling was ignored.
So the total number of protons expected should not exceed 40 particles. The 
number of events in the narrow component was 148 particles, scattered between 
0 °  and 5 ° .  The number of protons that w ill scatter in the region 0 ° to 5 °  was 
calculated to be less than 33 which is about 5 times smaller than the observed 
number.
An attempt was made to find the proton to muon ratio that w ill satisfy the 
experimental distribution (Fig. 8 .1 .1 ) .  By using equation 8 .1 .1  and changing 
the proportion of protons present (x  ), it was found that in order to satisfy the 
experimental results the proton contamination at sea level under the experimental 
conditions would have to be 25%  which is about 10 times the calculated value.
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Figure 8 .4 .1  shows the value of the agreement w ith the experimental results 
plotted against x . This graph was obtained using a computer to help solve 
equation 8 .1 .1  and finding the sum of the difference between the experimental 
points and the calculated ones from equation 8.1 .1 . Figure 8 .4 .2  shows the 
calculated distribution w ith the proton contamination 25%  fitted to the experi­
mental results.
In conclusion, we note that the results are compatible with existance of heavy 
particles, or fractional ly charged particles, or very high proton fluxes at sea 
le v e l. A ll these explanations appear to contradict established beliefs, and 
further study would appear advisable.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusion on the m ultiple scattering of the identified cosmic ray muons 
The m ultiple scattering distributions of cosmic ray muons identified by on 
electron resulting from decoy in the carbon absorber has been measured for 
two scotterers, mercury and lead, of 2 .5  cm thickness. This has been 
described in chapter 7 ,  In the analysis of these results the Cooper and 
Rainwater, and the Mo I i ere models were used to calculate the expected 
distribution. A statistical test was carried out on both theories to find out 
which theoretical prediction is in better agreement with the experimental 
results.
The expected distribution obtained on the basis of the Cooper and Rainwater 
expression (2 .1  .46) was evaluated in the way described in 6 .5 ,  the 
appropriate values of G  and Q  were calculated from (2 ,1  .36) and (2.1 .2 8 ).
In the Cooper and Rainwater expression (2.1 .46) the effect of single scattering 
was given by:
/ r r  4 0
A ^ (X /ko) T (X, xo) d A
The effect of this term was found to be negligible for the angular range 
observed in this work. For a particle scattering through a 20° angle the 
correction term due to the effect of single scattering was found to be about 
0 .0 0 0 3  which is about 1% of the other two terms in the Cooper and Rainwater 
expression. The nuclear form factor F ^  was taken to be 1 /Z .
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The evaluation of Mo I i ere theory of m ultiple scattering was performed 
as follows since the distribution function is given os on expression in a 
power series m b
f (e) e d e = y d y [ f °  (y) +  B"’ f  ( y ) .............]  9 .2 .3
where B is defined os
B -  In B = b 9 .2 .4
and
e*" = 6680 t ( Z + 1 ) Z ^  z 9 .2 .5
2
(1 + 3 .3 a ^
2
where (x Is the usual parameter ci = zZ e  /h g c
and y -  0 /(Q  B )^ 9 .2 .6
= 4 t t  Z (Z  = 1) z ^ / ( P v ) ^  9 .2 .7
the first two functions in 9 . 2 . 3 .
f W  = 2
f  = 2 e ^ ( x -  1) [E. (x) -  ln (x ) ] -2 ( l-2 e  ^
O____ _
where x = y and E. (x) is defined in Jahnke E. E mde F. (1943).
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For small angles, i . e . ,  y less than about 2 , the Gaussian is the 
dominant term, in this region  ^ is in general less than so that 
the correction to the Gaussian is of order 1/B  i .e . of the order of 10% . 
For larger angles y >  2 the function f^^  ^ becomes larger than f ^ ° \  So 
f^   ^ + B f^   ^ is a good approximate representation of the distribution
at any angle (Bethe, H . A .  1953).
The two expected distributions, the one calculated on the basis of the 
Cooper and Rainwater expression and the other calculated on the basis 
of the Mo I i ere distribution were normalized to the some area under the 
experimental histogram. Figs. 9 .1  and 9 .2  show these distributions fitted  
to the experimental results of 7 .2  and 7 .3  where the scatterer was mercury 
and lead respectively.
A chi squared test on both results shows that for Mercury
P ^ Cooper and Rainwater = 70%
P 2 Mo I i ere = 50%
and for lead
P Cooper and Rainwater -  75%
P 2 M oliere -  30%
The probability P^2 that a repetition of the observations would show a greater 
deviation from the predicted distribution was calculated as explained in Appendix C.
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2
TheX test results showed that the experimental results are in better agree­
ment w ith Cooper and Rainwater theory than w ith M oliere theory. It was 
concluded that the measurements favour Cooper and Rainwater theory, in the 
momentum region 230 M e V /c , this Is in agreement with the finding of Meyer 
et a l . ,  (1962) and Bizard et a l . ,  (1966). Other low momentum measurements 
(Chid ley et a l . ,  1959) and Kiri 1 lov-Vgrgumov et a l . ,  (1958) were in agree­
ment w i t h  M oliere theory. (N o  comparison w ith the Cooper and Rainwater 
was made). The value of P^2 obtained by Kiri 1 lov-Vgrgumov was 40%  for 
the M oliere  theory. From values of obtained for the experimental 
results of chapter 7 , one can see that the difference in both theories is small.
From this work it  was concluded the multiple scattering model based on the 
extended nucleus is the best.
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Append ix  A : Frogrom to c a lcu la te  the scatter ing angle from the track co-ord inates
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Appendix B: Program to c a lcu la te  the scatter ing p ro b a b i l i ty  from the Cooper and 
Rainwater model
FUNCTION COSH 7 4 / 7  q nPT=l FI N q,CÎ + P357
FUNCTION COSHCA)
C')SH = (EXP CA) +EXPC-A)  ) / 2 ,
RETUP'i
L  MU
FUNCTION SIMM 7q/7'4 OPT = l FTN q , 0+ P3 57
F ' JNCTTCN S I N H  ( A )  
S I \ n =CEX( .  ( A 3 - E X P ( " A ) ) / 2 ,
PETURN
End
PRCIRAY SCATT 7 4 / 7 4  0PT=1 FTN 4 , 0 t P 3 5 7
15
2 1
1
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Appendix C: Chi square eva lua t ion
The chi square test may be stated as fo l low s:
I 2
^2 _ ^  [(observed va lue) i -  (expected va lue) i ]
(expected va lue) i
where the summation is over the to ta l number o f independent classif ications 
( i )  in w h ich  the data have been grouped (angle in tervals in the present case). 
Secondly one determines the number o f degrees o f freedom F, w h ich  is the 
number of independent c lassif ications in w h ich  the observed data may d i f fe r  
from the p red ic ted  one. From and F the va lue  o f P could be obtained from 
the tables given by (Bevington, P .R . ,  1969). In in te rp re t ing  the va lue o f  P, 
we may say that i f  P lies between 0,1 and 0 .9 ,  the assumed d is tr ibu tion  very  
probab ly  corresponds to the observed one, w h i le  i f  P is less than 0 .0 2  or more 
than 0 .9 8  the assumed d is tr ibu t ion  is extreme ly u n l ik e ly .
The experim enta l results have been grouped in 24 angular in terva ls ; hence 
there are o r ig in a l ly  24 ways in w h ich  observations may be d i f fe ren t from the 
c a lc u la t io n .  However, there are not 24 degrees o f freedom because two 
restr ic tions are p laced , i . e .  we have used two degrees of freedom by specify ing  
the to ta l number of in terva ls and the to ta l number o f events.
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Append ix  D: Rossi's Range-Energy re la t ion  graph
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